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Computer radiation problem researched UMR's Military Science
mabie household appliances can be a speeds of computers increase . they,
significant source of radio frequency
tend to radiate more emissions, thus department honored by
News Services
emissions," says HUbing.
making it difficult for manufacturers
SOURCE
to meet FCC requirements.
Army for ROTC work
"Typically, manufacturers rely on
"Almost every country has stanComputers emit radiation which
shields or filters to contain the radiainterferes with radio and television dards to limit emissions that interfere
tion, although this is a relatively extransmissions causing problems for with licensed radio transmissions,"
. pensive method," says Hubing.
manufacTUrers who must meet strict he explains. "These include televi"The cost of making a particular
emission requirements, says Dr. sion and FM, military and amateur
computing device meet the EMI reradio
transmissions.
Todd Hubing of the University of
quirements is often a significant
"In the United States; the FedMissouri-Rolla.
amount of the product's manufacturHubing, an assistant professor of eral Communications Commission
ing cost."
electrical engineering, and Girish (FCC) places stringent limits on the
"Being able to create a model of
radiation
from
computing
devices,"
Bhat, a UMR graduate student, are
the device before it is built and predict
developing a computer model to pre- Hubing continues. "The FCC is
how it will radiate would allow the
dict how much electr<;:>magnetic inter. trying to prevent interference. from
developer to produce an effective,
ference (EMIl is emitted from com- computing devices," Hubing continlow-cost design," says Hubing.
puters and to design them so that ues, "The FCC is trying to ptevent
The FCC has two sets of requireinterference such as static on a radio
they will not radiate.
ments for computers - Class A and
Their work is concerned with ra- or white flecks on a TV screen, from
Class B. "Any computing device
diation cmiued at radio frequencies, ·occurring on a radio or television set
brought into a home must meet the
rather than very low frequencies operating in a room next to a computmore stringent Class B require(VLFl radiation, which is considered ing device or a reasonable distance
ments," says Hubing. "Office mainby so.me to be a health concern. "The away."
frame computers and work stations
high-speed circuitry in personal comHe explains that as the operating
must meet Class A requirements."
puters, video games and programHe adds thilt the computers cannot b~ marketed in the United States
until they meet FCC standards. The
project is funded by Intel Corp.

exercise. A total of 345 ROTC cadets
from 21 colleges and universities in
Missouri and Illinois took part in the
SOURCE
exercise. Everson is an assistant
professor of military science at UMR.
The following four faculty and He is from Dayton, Ohio.
staff members of the University of
-Sgt 1st Class Richard L. Moen
Missouri-Rolla's military ' science received the Army Achievement
department recently were honored by Medal as Noncommissioned Officer
the Army for their work with UMR's for planning and coordinating the
Reserve Officer Training Corps, Operation Lightning Strike 1991 field
Stonehenge Battalion:
training exercises. Moen is opera-Sgt. Maj. Thomas V. Forbush, tions noncommissioned officer in the
who received the Meritorious Service UMR military science department.
Medal for 10 years of service to the He is from Huron, S.D,
Army Cadet Command. Forbush is
-Staff Sgt. Lynne M. Clark rechief instructor of military science at ceived the Army Achievement Medal
UMR and is from Rolla.
as the project noncommissioned offi--Capt. Robert E. Everson re- cer for the 1990 Veteran's Day cereceived the Army Achievcment Medal mony at UMR. She is an administraas Operations Officer for planning tive noncommissioned officer in the
and coordinating the Operation UMR military science department.
Lightning Strike 1991 field training She is from Springfield,lIl.

News Services

Researchers work to develop
Another successful Septemberfest passes I.
navigational system
News Services

SOURCE

"Our work is unique in that we
can make these determinations on
board the boat as it is being navigated," says Westphal. "We can
automatically plot the information
about the river almost as soon as it is
collected and then send it over a
phone line to engineers in the office.
"~ased on the information they
receive, the engineers can make decisions about maintaining the navigation channel for barge and towboat
traffic in a couple .of hours," he continues. "The. process takes one or

Charting a course for barges and
towboats on the 'Mississippi River
will be a more efficient process with
the help of instruments and procedures being developed by researchers at the University of MissouriRolla.
"The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers is interested in maintaining
navigation_channels so that the Barge
and towboat traffic will not be inter- two weeks using the old system."
The UMR researchers arc devel rupted because of low-water levels," explains Dr. Jerome Wetsphal, oping electronic components that fit
UMR professor of civil engineering. inside a computer and modifying the
"Over time, river sediments fill up equipment for use on board a boat.
the navigation channel at critical lo- Jeff Bradshaw, an electrical engineer
cations making it impossible to barge at UMR, is building some of the instruments used (0 gather the infortraffic."
Westphal and Dr. Glendon Ste- mation. He is continuing work begun
vens Jr., UMR professor emeritus of by Ken Haas, a senior scientific procivil engineering, are developing a grammer/analyst at UMR.
"The equipmcnt currently in use
system for the corps which will determine the river's topography and . requires an engineer to be on the boat
measure the volume of water that is supervising the work and communi passing a point at a given lime and cating with the office to make decithe speed at which the water is flowSee Research, page 3
ing. .

Brett Goodman

The Saturn Cats entertain the crowd at the anl)ual Septemberfest at Lion's Club Parie
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The UMR Trap a nd Skeet Club will hold
meetings every Friday at 3:30 in 1'2 (the whitc

81

the

Jlockey Puck . As always bcgincrs arc welcome.

UMR

Wo men 's

Soccer , Maryville

Col.

lege, 6:30 p.m., l iMR Soccer Complex.

Free

building behind the library) . We will go out
and shoot if the weather permits.

All inter-

ested persons are welcome to atlend.

r-or more

. infonTIation, contact Mike Giboney

at 3M·

699 1 or Tracy 8agwill at

OSlcr, Associate professor of History. He is actively soliciting possible nominations from the
facully . In addition, prospec;ti',:e nominees can
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Si g ma
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Donald

R.

As-

Mcn ' s

hands of th e Truman Scholarship Foundation,

Soccc r , Bellarmine

Univer-

Princeton , New Jersey, no latcr than Monda)"

kcland to speak on "Innovations in mClal cast-

sity (Louisville, KY), 4:00 p.m., UMR Soccer

Deccmbcr2 , 1991, names for possible nomination

ing: The 10SI foa m process". 12:30 p.m., Mis-

Complex.

must be submillcd to OSler no later than October

r-rcc admission.

[5 .

souri Room, UniversilY Center Easl.

UMR
wil l

Inlt'r im
host

C ha n ce ll or
" Brown

H

J ohn
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Pa r k

noon to I :30 p.m., Si lver and Gold room, Uni-

E n ginee rin g

UMR

Soccer,

WO lt H' n 's

Free Admission.

Le ctur e,

Richard

No day

Gasolinc-conlaminalcd Aquifer", 9:30 s .m.,

The

Room 118, Civil Engineering Hall.

University's

Sf:m in a r ,

Bill

W.

Baka, "Engineering Ethics: The inlCrdisciplinary Dispcipline", 3:30 p.m., Room 227, Fu lton

Student

Ne ws

Reauiting Services

ment will begin accepting
Engi neerin g

Ambas..~ador grou~

~ppliC8tions

for the

on Sepl. J.

IT you are intCfcsted, you can pick up an application Conn in 102 or 106 Parictt Hall.

Appli -

Al l levels from Freshmen to Seniors may apa nd

and

Ing

Ae r osp ace

Engl nee r -

E ngin eer ing

Mcc ha nlcs

Seminar , Dr. G. P. MacSithigh,

"Impact of

Pseudo-rigid Bodies", 3:30 p.m., Room 2 10,

Mc:chanica1

Engineering

ply, You must have a cummulative GPA or 2.4
to apply and you must mainLBin that average to
remain in the program.

Interviews will begin in early Oct.

interview.
lected.

Thurs day
Engi neerin g

Se m ina r ,

Five new ambassadors will be se-

If you have any questions about the

Ambassador program, call 341-4904 and asl
for Lynn.

UMR Men's Soccerl 7:00 p.m, UMR S0ccer Complex. Free Admission .

Ce r a mic

You will

be notified by mail if you are qual ify for an

Building.

Dr.

All deadlines arc final, no excep-

tions will be made.

Financial Aid

Delben. E. Day, "Biological Applications of
Glass Miaospheres as In-vivo Radiation De-

liv ery

Vehicles",

3:30

p.m.,

Room

204,

In 1975 the U.s Congress established the Harry S.
Truman Scholarship Founda tion as a memorial to
Missouri 's native son. The Foundation grants

McNutt Hall .

scholarships to college students who are committed to publis service. The Foundation defme.~

Anyone wishing to develop and improve :

public service as .. government at any levcl, uni• Good speaking and presentation skills
• Ability to think quickly and clearly on your

fonned services, public-interest organizations,

Ser vices

. SOURCE

Mi ke Wilhelm, a jW1ior in electri·
cal engineering al the Universily of
Missouri- Rolla, is the winner of Ihe
1991 Roll a Community Award for
excellence in Engineering Design.
The $500 award is given annually
by the City of Rolla to a UMR engineering studenl who designs the
w inning product in a competi tion held
at UM R. TIle entries are judged by a
comm ittee of UMR engineering faculty .
Wilhelm designed a discrete frequency spectrum analyzer, which
graphically displays sound. He was
presented the award at the Monday,
May 6, meeting of the Rolla City
COW1ciL Wilhelm is the son of John
and Irene Wilhebn of North Sl. Louis.
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A short course designed 10 serve
as a general introduction to avi ation
and to assist students in preparing
for the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) private pilot written
exam will be offered by the University of Missouri-Rolla this faIL
Topics to be cov~red include: theory of fli ght, commW1ication procedure, use of a flight computer/calculator, aviation weather,. visual and radio
navigation and federa l aviation regulations .
The course, "Pri vate Pilot
GroW1d School," will offer 24 hours
of instruction in three-hour blocks,
from 6:30 -' 9:30 p .m. Mondays, Sept.
16 to NovA, in Room 302 of the Civil
Engineering Building.

organi7..ations, and public-service oriented non·
SCUtt listening talents

profit organizations such as those whose primary
• Strong leadership skills
TOASTMASTERS CAN HELP :

U
1

Enrolbnent will be limited 10 the
first 35 P!lid registrants. To regisler,
or for further infonnation contact
Continuing Education at UMR , li9
Mechanical Engineering Building
Annex, UMR, Rolla, MO 65401,
phone 31 4-34 1-4200.

Missouri Miner
The Missouri Mine r Is the ofT1cfal publfc3Uon orthe shldenLo; of the University
orMfssouri-Rolla IllS dfstnbu ted each WedneSdayaftemoon at Rolla. Missouri
and features activiUes or the studen!-S orUMR

. All articles, reatures, photographs. and il1ustratlons published are the property
or the Mi.. ourl Mine rand may not be reprodu ced orpubltshed withou t written
pennfsslon.
The Mias ouri Miner encourages com~ents from its r eaders, and will attempt
to printa11 responsible letters and editorial mater1al received. All submissions
must have a name, student ID n umber, and phon e number ror ver1ficaUon.
Names will be withheld upon request.
S u bmissions for publicaUon must be in our drop box {first noor or the Norwood
Hall, Room 103) by 3:30p.m. on the 1hursday before publication. The Miss ouri
Miner reserves the nght to edit all submissions ror style. grammar. pun ctuation, spelling. length, and matters of good taste.
The MiAsouri Mincr is operaled by th e studen ts of UMR and the opinions expressed in itclonot necessanly reflect those ofthe university, raculty, or student
body.
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purposes are to help needy or disadvantaged per-

News Editor -.-- .. -- ----- -- .- --- --

sons or to prolect the environmenl."

Asst. News Editor -- ____________ .. _

The scholan:hips are monetarily generous but
limited in number. Sludents eligible to be nomi-

.......... .. ·Steve PuIJak (364 ·8968)

·---- --· ·--· ·----· --Franctne Belaska

Features Editor --. ---- -. ------ ----- -. ----. ---- --. -. ---- . ---.-. --Greg Dcnzer{364 -896Bj
AssL Features Editor -- .. ------ ---- -- ---.--.--.--- ---- --- .. -- -.- -____ --- -J ohn Humphrey

nated by thier colleges and univen:ities must be
Formal : ScPL 19, 4:45 - 5:45, Mark TWllin
Room,

University

Center-Easl.

Juniors who are full time students They must be
ranked in the upper third of their class ~

Regular meetings arc held very Thursday at

Sports Editor ------.- . ----- -- -... ---.-.---. --- . . . · -·- · -·--·-JeIT Lacavtch (364 -7583)
Asst. Sports Editor ----.-- --_. ____ . ___ .. __ ___ .. ________ ._ .. _______________ . ______ . . ___ ... _

have to be U.S citizens Ninety·two scholarships

Photo Editor -- .--.---- .-- -- .--------.---- --- ----.-- ----- . --· Brett Goodman (364 - 1433)

will be awarded in 1992, one from each state and

Copy Manager ----- -.-.-.--.. --.--- ___ . _______ . _______ .. __ _.. __ __ __ . _. ____ ._. ___ __._._. ___ _

4:45 in VCE.

For more infonnation contact Kay at 341 -5987

from other lerilorics, and the Foundation will also
select at-large winnen:. Students awarded scholarships will receive up to $3,000 for their senior
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University

yea r of undergraduate education and as much as

Complex.

Free Admission
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Kelly Bernal, RaJesh Shfnde
Graphic Artists· Joe Jones, Michael Weiland
Advertising Representatives· Jeremy Buclianan, Kevin Mtller, Barb Meder
Proofn;adsr§" Ton Harris, Br ooke Sander

~

$27,000 for graduate studies .
or

Missouri-SL Louis, 7:00 p.m., UMR Soccc:r

Despite nominating some quality students ovcr
the years, the Univcrsity or Missouri-Rolla student body ha s never won

3
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FAA Written Exam, 5th Ed.," can be.
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Rolla Community
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Scholarship . Perhaps this is the year.
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Economic instructors at the Uni versity of Missouri-Rolla, this fall ,
. will begin working with public
schools in the area to bring more economics instruction to the classroom .
The program, to be 'offered
through the UMR Center for Economic Education, will give schools
throughout southeast Missouri access to the expertise of UMR 's economics faculty, according to David
Henlzel, the U)'vIR economics profes'sor who directs the center.
" Economics is a subject that is
not given a lot of attention in our
schools, but it is something that af-

fec ts us the rest of our !iv.es, " says
Hentzel. He says this new economic
education effort is designed to help
teachers . who don't have a background iil economics to become be tter
teachers of the subject.
"We want to be a resource for
teachers," Hentzel says . "We want
to help them develop their curriculum
and help them find and develop materials they can use in their classes."
Hentzel say s he and other UMR
economics professors will teach
classes occasionally at the. participating schools.
The program is sponsored by
UMR and the Missouri Council on
Economic Education, a private organization . Ot.her Missouri centers
for economic education are located in
Columbia, Kansas City, St. Louis lmd

Spring fiel d.
Funding for the progr"<llTl comes
from private sources, the UMR econOr:lics department, the UMR College
.of Arts ' and Science5-, and the M is-souri Council of Econom ic Education.
Most of the funding comes from pri·
vate sources, Hentzel says .
The UMR center. will be the only
one i., Missouri that caters to rural
schools, Hentzel says, It will serve
school districts in an area that
roughly covers Missouri 's 8th Congressiona) · District, which stretches
from the Bootheel to Ste. Genevieve
in the eaSt, and from the MissouriArkan~as border to Rolla In the west.
School s in the Waynesville- St.
Robert and Le9anon areas also will
be in the center' s service area,
Hentzel says.

Research
from page 1
sions," says Westphal . "Our goal is
to h ave on board a technician who WIll
turn on the computer, answer a few
questions that the computer asks and
relay inform ation back to the office."
"This will reduce the num ber of
people needed to gather data and
shorten the turnaround time for providing information to the engineers,"
he says.
"The corps is using some of the
procedures we have developed,"
says Westphal, "and others will be
implemented within a year or two."
He adds that although the system is
being developed on the Mississippi
River, it could be app!ied to all nauti-
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Proposition B on November 5 ballot
Sou rce
.ASUM ·

grams. It also improves statewide calculating state taxes. Joint filers
coordination of programs.
would have acap o f 5 15,OOO. This has
*$190 million for elemen tary and little impact on households with insecondary education to be used to .come levels below $60,000. Most of
lower student-teacher rations, fund the revenue would be generated by
programs to improve learning, and households with income levels over
fund the allocation formula for the $200,000
state's school dis tricts.
*$5 million for job development
WHA T DOES IT MEAN FOR
and training programs.
UMR?

PROPOSITlOl\ B, the education funding and reform package on
the November 5 , 1991 ballot, will
have a profound impact on UMR and
the state' s future. Missourians will
consider a plan that will help chart the
coun;e for the future of the state and WHERE WILL THE MONEY
its premier public research uni versity COME FROM?
and halt the slide toward mediocrity
For a fami ly of fo ur with a housethe University is facing . The value of hold incom e below $50 ,000, ProposiU MR degrees is at stake .
tion B would ac tually lower state
taxes . This is because Proposition B
WHAT IS PROPOSITION B?
increases the dependent deduction
from $400 to $800. It also enacts the
Proposi tion B is a plan that will following tax changes:
provide $385 million for elementary
and secondary education , higher edu* A 3/8-cent state sales tax incation and job development programs crease .
" A five-cent per pack increase in
in Missouri.
the cigarette tax and a 10 percent tax on
"$190million for higher education percent tax on other tobacco products .
to be used to repair and maintain
"A 1.5 percent increase in the
buildings , fund financial aid and
s.t ate corporate tax .
scholarsh ip programs for students,
• A cap on incom'e tax deductions.
purchase up-to-date laboratory and Proposition B would place a cap of
computer equipment, replace retiring $7.s00 on tne amount of federal infaculty and strengthen graduate pro- come tax individuals can deduct when

Proposi tion B would provide
needed resources at UMR to:
*Fund financial aid and scholarship programs for students. (25,000
students who qualified for aid last
year in Missouri were denied assistance due to lack of funds. In addition
many scholar>hip programs received
no funding from the state, resulting in
no scholarships for students who
qualified.)
*Repair and maintain buildings.
" Re tain and recruit top faculty .
" Strengthen UMR programs that
meet the state ' s most pressing
need s.
*Matc h federal research grants
many of UMR's top faculty attract.
" Purchase up-to-date laboratory
and computer equipment.

Mar

SCIENCE FICTION •
COMICS • GAMES
1014 Pine St. Phone 364-4301

. Welcome Back
UMR

Students & Staff

Dear Editor,

p--------- ..I
I

I $.50 OFF
I PER ROSE
I with this coupon
I

.

------~.~-

We accept: Mastercard-Visa American Express-Discover

BLOSSOM BASKET

.

FLORIST • . . ,. . .
910 Cedar St.
,
364-7101
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THE
LAST GREAT AMERICAN
HOT DOG STAND
& TAVERN
209 W 8th,ST.
BUSCH-ON TAP-BUD LT.

Mon. Football Night-Thurs. UMR Night
Tues. Men's Night-Fri. T-Shirt Night
Wed_ Pitcher Night-Sat. Ladies Night

J. J,,"'i:S
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Drallmeier awarded by National Science Foundation
News Se rvices
SOURCE

The National Science Foundation
has named Dr. James A . Drallmeier,
assistant professor of mechan ical
engineering at the University of Mi ssouri-Roll a, a 1991 Presidential
Young Inves tigator.
Drallmeier and another Missouri
educator were among approximately
200 faculty nationwide recognized for
their teaching and research accom plishments and their potenti al as
academic leaders in training future
scientists and engineers.
"Thi s is an ex traordinarily high
honor for Professor Drallmeier and I
congratulate him on being named a
Presidential Young Inves tiga tor,"
says former UMR Chancellor M arti n
C. Jischke. "The aw ard is also an
honor for the Uni versity of Mi ssouri -

Rolla because it is a tes timony to the
excellent faculty at the university."
This is the first such award to be
given to a faculty member at UMR ,
accord ing to Dr. Bassem Armaly,
professor a:nd chairman of mechanical
and aerospace engineerin g and engineering mechan ics.
"The grant will provide the funding to expand our present facili ties in
engine laser diagnostics and other
two phase flow diagnostics," says
Armaly. "It will strengthen our ties
with industry and will stimulate class
instruction and interfacul ty research
in these areas. "
Drallmeier says that the funds
from the award will be used for research to improve internal combustion e ngines and ultimately reduce air
pollutants.
"The first phase of th e research
will focus on studies o f fue l injection
system s an d how their c ha rac teristics affccl t:.ng inl! ~l11 iss i()n s l" he cx-

plains . " The second phase will consider the actual com bustion proS.,:ss
that takes place inside engines.
"Currentl y, a coalition ex ists between the auto industry and oil companies to study the different types of
fuels and determine how they affect
air pollution," says Drallmeier. " We
know what goes into the engine and
what comes out , but we haven ' t correlated the two. "
He adds that the award will help
equip a laboratory for undergraduaie
students studyin g internal combustion eng ines and will provide additional support for gradua te student
research.
The award consists of an annual
base funding of $25 ,000 for up to five
years . Each year NSF wi ll also provide up to $37.s00 in addi tional suppan to match on a dollar- to-doll ar
bas is fund s obtained from industry.
With th e m atching fund s, an awardee
could receive up to $ 100,000 annually.

I
I
I
I

HOURS 10:00 AM TO 1:00 AM
Daily Food Specials
364-7464
Must Be 21

PLAZA LAUNDROMAT
Near Krogers
Across from American Bank
601 Kingshighway, Rolla
Self Service
Snack Bar
Cold Sub Sandwiches
Cold Drinks
Video Garnes
Are you short of time?
A drop-off station is available !it very low rates.
Let us wash, dry, and fold your clothes.
Open 7 days a week.
7am - llpm
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Letters to the Editor
Mandatory finals go before the general faculty
Dear Editor,

'!t.~_"

)iscover

Night

ght
ight

rates.

body for the UMR faculty), the fmal
examination policy came under fire.
Well , another school year has
At that time, the final exam policy , as
beg un at the University of Missouri - srated in the Manual of Inform ation,
Rolla. The beginning of the rail se- read as follows:
mester finds most of us scurrying to
Examinations of iwo-hours duradrop/add cl asses , squandering our tion at the end of a semester may
summer earnings on tuition and books , (emphasis added) be given at the opand recovering from the shock of . tion of the instructor in all lecture and
being back in Rolla. The fanhestthing laboratory courses. No special final
from any of our minds right now is examinations shall be given except on
fin al ex am inations. However, UMR 's wrillen permission from the dean of
fin al ex amin ation policy is one of the the school/college in which the fin al is
hOliest topics of discussion ri ght now given.
among the faculty, who set the r~nal
(There is more, but it does not
examination policy.
The current relate to the question of whether or not
debate rages over whether or not final final exams shall be given .)
After a lengthy debate and a few
exams should be given for all lecture
and laboratory classes; what makes changes, the following policy was
this case so interesting is that the adopted by the Academic Council
struggle is not to make finals manda- (effective Fall 1991):
tory but rather to make sure that they
Final examinations shall (emphasis added) be given for all lecture and
do not become mandatory!
Let me take you back to April of laboratory courses during final exami last semester. At the Academic Coun- nation week as scheduled. Exceptions
cil meeting on the 25th of that month must be approved by the department
(Academic Council is the governing chairperson in writing. Exceptions

V9ter registration
deadline Oct. 16th
Welcome back to Rolla and the
wonderful world of engineering that
we have grown so fond of. I am sure
you all enjoyed your summer break.
Now, it's time to get back into the
swing of things and begin to worry
about classes .
This November 5th, you as adults
and citizens, will be called upon to
perform a dUly by your country.
November 5th is election day and you
will be able to directly affect your
future as a student. Our age group has
consistently shown a low voter turnout, a fact that I am not proud to bring
forth . We are a functioning part of
society and we need to express ourselves through this privilege granted
to us.
I am sure that you, as students who
are scholastically superior. to those at
other schools, are ready to change the
voter turnout rate. Before you can
vote, you must be registered by October 16th. This can be done by stopping
at one of the voter registration tables
periodically set up around camplls or
by visiting the Associated Students of
the University of Missouri (ASUM)
officelocatedat212 University Center
West. Remember, if you don't vote,
who will?
On the November 5th ballot is
Proposition B, which is an education
funding and reform package. If passed
by you the voters, it would provide a
total of $385 million for elementary
and secondary education, higher edu-

may be in the form of stand ing depart·
mental policy, in wri ting, approved by
the departmental faculty and signed by
the chairperson. Any exception must
be reported to the appropriate dean.
Examinations of a course-comprehensive nature can only be given during
fin al exam ination week. Special final
ex aminations or a change of scheduled
time of an examination requires written permission of the appropri ate
dean.
The policy approved by the Academic Council is a radical change
from the previous one . You may have
already heard a few of your professors
proclaim that, due to a "new university
regulation," they must give a final in
their class. Whether ornot the policy is
fair is presently the subject of many
debates.
Indeed, enough faculty
members were against the policy, as
stated above, to call a special meeting
of the general faculty for this past
Tuesday. At that meeting, the sole
action item was a motion to revoke the
final exam policy passed by the Academic Council in April 1991. Since
this letter is being w~tten before the

meeting, one can only guess at the
outcome, bu t if the current (Apri l
1991) policy is discarded, the old policy-the one UMR has had forthe past
twenty years-will once again be "on
the books."
Although I don ' t want to go into
the pros and cons of having mandatory
final exams (si mply for the sake of
brev ity) ,1 would like LO clarify a few
things . One of the reasons the new
policy is being challenged may be
because comprehensive final exams
for every land and lecture class may
not be good. Another reason may be
because some professors see the policy as an infringement on th eir academic freedom. Yet another reason
may be because the wording of the new
policy does nOI effectively define what
a "final exam" may be . Whatever the
reason s, though, many faculty members are committed to giving some son
of test (and I use that term here to mean
exam, project, etc.) to evaluate student
knowledge of their course at the end of
the semes ter.
So, depending on what happened
on Tuesday, we may see some more

changes in our classes. It is my hope,
and that of many of those students who
I have discussed this subject with , that
the policy passed by the Academic
Council does not get accepted by the
general faculty. At th is point in time.
the only consolation I have that it may
not get adopted is a similar situation
that occurred 12 years ago. At that
time, a similar fin al examination policy was passed by the AcadenticCouncil only to be discarded by the general
faculty a few months later. If the
policy does get accepted by the general
faculty, then I believe that some
chan ges should be made in the calendar; most notably, a true "dead week"
in order to prepare for the onslaught of
final exams. (Contrary to popular
belief, UMR does not have a "dead
week".) In the meantime, take good
notes and read those chapters- you
may need to review them come De·
cember!
Respectfully submilled,
Scott Maycock, Vice· President of
Extern al Affairs
Student Council

cation and job development. Understanding Proposition B is a must for
every Missouri resident. To learn
more about it, look for future articles
in the Miner or call ASUM at 341 -'
4970.
Remember, the deadline to register to vote is October 16th, so do your
dUly and get registered. You may
think that your single>vote doesn't
really matter. Think again.
In 1645, ONE VOTE gave Oliver
Cromwell control of England.
In 1839, ONE VOTE elected
Marcus Morton governor of Massachusetts .
In 1845, ONE VOTE brought
Texas into the Union.
In 1868, ONE VOTE saved President Andrew Jackson from impeachment.
IN 1876, ONE VOTE changed
France from a monarchy to a republic.
In 1923, ONE VOTE gave Adolf
Hitler leadership of the Nazi Party.
r'n 1960, ONE VOTE change in
each precinct in minois would have
defeated John F. Kennedy.
Now one we can relate to ...... ..
IN 1991, FOUR VOTES defeated
mandatory finals!!

By Tom Brown
Rolla Director
ASUM
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ngineering student?
Smart.
Math or science
major? Also smart.
On tests, you probably
run equations over again to
make sure they're right. So
you're working harder.
You don't have to do it
anymore. Not when you
use the 11~68 Advanced
Scientific or 11~1 Graphics
Calculator, with their last
equation replay feature

and so many other smart
functions.
We've spent years with
students like you and edu~ "
cators like your professors to
develop the 11~68 and the
11~81. That's why they're so
highly recommended.
For engineering students,
The 11~68 solves up to five
simultaneous equations,
provides complex number
functions and offers formula ·
programming.,That's power.
And for math and science
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hensive, yet easy~
to~use giaphing
functions with ex~
tensive program~
ming capabilities.
Try a 11~68 or
1 at your local
11 retailer today.
And start working
smarter, instead
of harder.
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Septemberfest proved to be entertaining for all who attended
St. Pat's Board
Shawn Mich ae l
It was Saturday , Septembcr7lh at
eighl in the morning ; there was slill a
lingering haze in the air as the Board
Reps. went 10 work to prepare the bes l
party of the semes ter for the students
of UMR and a hosl of others that came
from nearly every com er of the globe
(maybe, someday, one of you math
majors OU I there could explain to me
how a sphere has comers, bUI any way) . The details of the party, which
had been in the makings since las l
semes ter were becoming a reality.
Sure , lhere were some minor setbacks,
but that's how all truly great parties
start. The busses started running a
lillIe late due to a small breakdown , of
communication or equipment we're
still not sure, but when they did start
are" Goodman
running, the partiers came in herds, or Students enjoy Septemberfest entertainment supplied by The

is th at gagglcs? Saturn Cats, perh aps
the bes t band to ever jam at Lion's
Club , started up around noon and the
music was hot, but that's O.K., because
the beer was nice and cold .
Speak ing of beer, the Board
would like 10 thank everyone for
making it a totally rockin', yet safe
weekend b.y riding the busses and
providing sober chauffeurs. We are
happy to announce that, by coordinating our efforts with those of the Roll a
police, the only problem to be had the
whole day was that the music was too
loud, or maybe they were too old . Oh
well , it wasonly turned down from II
to 10. So, to show your support for the
Board, nex t time you're over at the
Chancellor's house for a spot of tea and
perhaps a crumpet, why don't you let
him know what a fine job the Board did
at Septemoerfest, or maybe you
should just give him a call at his office ..

If you need some support to your
statement , feel free to use this quote:
"[ t
takes
organi za tion
and
responsi bili ty ... I don't believe th at
any other organ ization coul d do it as
well" and "Considering the other
special weekends that I'm invol ved in,
I th ink th at over St. Pat's there are less
problems than , say, Homecoming ."
--B . Ken Robertson, Dean of Students,
UMR 1982, Faculty Staff since 1965 :
Well , fri ends, Romans, Greeks,
counLrymen, lovers of small , furry
forest creatures and fellow residents of
this black hole we all call home, we are
now offi cially half way to St. Pal's '92
-- the one time th at every inch of.
gloomy darkness is lifted from the
previou sly
mentioned
ste llar
disturbance and Rolla is filled with the
beam ing light of thousands of merry
Irishmen partying till dawn, or W1Lil
March 23 -- whichever comes last!

Saturn Cats.

SUB provides musical entertainment for students

UMRTae Kwon
Vince Andrews to Do Club starts
play at Miner Ree workouts

Holiday Ranch will
appear on campus

SUB
SOURCE

SUB
SOURCE

UMR Tae Kwon Do Club
SOURCE

The UMR Tae Kwon Do (UMR
Once again the Student Union TKD) Club has stanea regular workBoard has hit on a gem of a band to outs, and would like to invite you and
Now here's a band to really get
bring to the UMR campus. Vince all previous members 10 stan workyour juices flowing . You can be a witAndrews is a powerhouse of talent. ing out again . The elub also welcomes
ness on Friday, September 13 at 8:00
Saxophonist, vocalist, composer, and back our instructor Master Hwang
p.m . at the Hockey Puck . The act is
producer, he is able to capture an Koi Yi, a 7th degree blackbelt.
called Holiday Ranch and features
audience from the very firs t note Master Yi has been in Tae Kwon Do
Karen Paurus and Erik Newman.
played on his saxophone. The Vince for over 26 years and was a great sucAndrews band will perform on Thurs- cess throughout the years at tournaday, September 12lh at 8:00 p.m. in mcnLs across the Mid-west. Ourprevi Karen Paurus is the thrush . Her
ous instructor was Steve Shinn , an althe Miner Recreat'ion Building.
voice has power, personality and a bit
The Vince Andrews Band plays ternate for the U.S. Tae Kwon Do
of passion. She is an exciting song
high energy , contemporary jazz fea- Team in the 1988 Olympics.
interpreter, one with character in her ,
turing saxophone, vocals, flute, keylW1gs . If Paurus is clearly the star of
board, synth esizer, drums and bass .
Holiday Ranch, guitarist and songSince it's inception in 1983, the band
writer Erik Newman is just as obvihas been a dynamic force in the jazz
ously the band ' s·core. His best comscene of Ohio and the Midwest. The
positions have enviable timelessness
Band has a history of performance at
and resonance. If Tracy Chapman
major events which includes headlinwere shy , white, and male ... ....
ing the Wichita Jazz Festival and
Bre" Goodman
concert billing with Miles Davis and
The group is Holiday Ranch and they will playing at the most recently Karyn White. The
Holiday Ranch began in 1987 as an Hockey Puck this Friday evening.
Vince Andrews Band performs
outlet for song writer Erik Newman.
innov alive contemporary jazz compo- 1,,__.c.;..I.__..!a::::~:IJj~O'lIAJ
Through a mutual fri end Erik was insitions crossing over several musical
troduced to singer Paurus who had
styles. The group 's sOW1d reflects
The Club meets for workouts in the
their personal interpretation of pro- MUltipurpose Building . from 4:00
just returned from a DOD/USO with the addition of the bassist John
Most recently Holiday Ranch was
p.m. - 6:00 p.m .. on Monday, WedEuropean tour. The two fOW1d their Schech and drummer Dave Russ. The nominated for three Minnesota gressive jazz.
musical tastes compatible and reThe Vince Andrews Band music is nesday, Thursday, and Friday each
foursome worked quickly at establish- Music Awards . It is well worth your
I
. .
ing a live show and in a mailer of a while 10 check out Holiday Ranch per- exciting, dynamic, and truly from the week. If you would like to know morc
eased "their first record "Holida} few months had enough new, original forming at the Hockey Puck , Friday- heart. It is jazz at its best. Don't about the UM~ TKO Club or would
Ranch. (Named after an old i a r m .
.
September 13 at 8:00 p.m. (University miss their show at 8:00 p.m. on Thurs- li ke to join us , feel free to slOp by one
house Newman had lived in.) In the ~atenalto headlme at clubs and colday, September 12 in the Miner Rec- of our workouts or contact our FacCenter East in case of rain).
spring of 1990, Holiday Ranch grew eges.
reation Building.
.
ulty Advisor Dr. D.C. Look at ME
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Before You Buy Your
Computer Mail Order
Check This Out!

386/33
COMPUTER ·SYSTEM
elntel 80386 CPU running at 33MHz
e4mb, 80ns RAM (expandable to 8mb on motherboard)
e 5.25 1.~MB High Density Floppy Disk Drive
e 3.5 1.44MB High Density Floppy Disk Drive

ACROSS

IGarlandfol
head
I Shoe or ac(
11Serforthr
IS Shower act
16 Jige (3 wd
18 Hoshed
19 Trained do>
10 Rater of m.
11 French oovi
11Gernranstee
14 Gardener, I
15 Santa's rei
e.g.
17 Peter arnf I
18 Justlficati
belng{1we
34 Guldonian ~
31 Julie Chris
36 Neighbor of
39 1895 autarro
ventlon{1
n Car!luter 1a
«Puccini ope
45 Not an imit
labbr.)
%Trite

el DE Hard/Floppy Controller
eWestern Digital 80MB hard drive, 17ms access speed
e 2-SeriaI/1-ParalleIl1-Game Port
e Cloe;;k/Gal endaFlBattery-Backup
,reFocus 101-Key Keyboardwith tactile feel & Dust Cover
eSmal1 Desktop Case w/200 Watt Power Supply
e8 Expansion Slots (1-8 bit, 6-16 bit, 1-32 bit)
e16-Bit VGA Color Graphics Card with 512k RAM

51~ llSh

51 Actress liar
5lJipijapaha'

eSyncMaster 3 VGA Color Monitor, .28 DP, 1024x768 res.
eMS 'DOS 5.0

szzoo
hard drive

$2300 W/I30MB

36 Was he
1 Year All Parts and Labor Warranty
Prices good only for limited time.
,

Spon

.. ....

(:fl D§Q~YcH!~QS~
The only solution for all your computer needs .

Copperfield Square - 602 West 6th Street - Rolla
Phonel (31") 36"-7133, Fax: (31") 3"1-2276
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collegiate crossword

StucolRed Cross
BLOOD DRIVE
Sept. 17th & 18th
Ham - 5pm
Centennial Hall

PLEASE DONATE!

Help us keep the trophy for the most blood!

ACROSS
1 Garland f or t he
head
7 Shoe or acc e nt
13 Serf or thrall
15 Shower activity
16 Tige ( 3 wds . )
18 Noshed
19 Trained down
20 Rater of m. p. g .
21 French mov i e
23 German steel center
24 Gardener, at times
25 Santa's rei ndeer,
e . g.
27 Peter and Moses
28 Justifications for
being (2 wds.)
34 Guidonian note
35 Julie Christie film
36 Nei ghbor of Mi ch .
39 1895 automotive invention (2 wds.)
41 Computer language
44 Puccini opera
45 Not an imitation
(abbr. )
46 Trite
51 Goulash
52 Actress Mary 53 Jipijapa hats

55
56
59
60
61

22 Some tech . graduates, for s hort
24 Tint
26 Subject
27 U. S. or Lou
29 Dora Copperfi e 1d
Spenlow
30 Baker and Beale
(abbr . )
31 Expected
DOWN
32 Pipe joint
l ' Tuna variety
33 Gift for a man
2 Mariti me
36 Flowering shrub
3 In (without
37 In high dudgeon
being present)
38 Ocean plants
4 Arneri can record
39 Unders tand, to some
label
40 General offices :
5 " - Tu," 1932
abbr.
song
41 Believed
6 Actress Oberon
42 Debt
7 Elizabeth - ,
43 Yellowi sh brown
Irish novelist
46 Hank of baseball
8 Sally or Ayn
47 Formicologist ' s
9 Wife of Saturn
specimens
10 Evangelical society 48 Close to: Scot.
11 Sealed
49 Vanderbil t and
12 Actress Samantha,
Carter
and family
50 Endures
14 Baseball stats
53 Colorless
15 Suffix for two or
54 Something t o put
three
57 Mr . Byrnes
17 Hotel sign (abbr . ) 58 Hoc key great

Oppos ite of WSW
Champion (3 wd s. )
Co pes wi th
Legendary
Dealer in the s tock
e xchange
62 Valuable vi ol ins ,
. for sho r t

Solution on page 10

ROLLA LAUNDRY
Across from Taco Bell
1114 N Bishop
Under New Management
Self Service
36 Washers - 36 Dryers

Open 7am-lOpm Daily

PERSONAL RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT
PRESENT ATIONS
Sponsored by Counseling & Career Development
A Division of Student Affairs
341-4211
204 Norwood Hall
STOP BY COUNSELING AND CAREER DEVI!LOPMENT FORMOR!! INFO. AND A
COMPLBTI! LISTING OF PROGRAMS B1!ING OFFl!R!!DTHI8 SEMESTI! R!

STUDY SKILLS

Thursday, September 12 3:30-4:30 pm; 208 Norwood Hall
Facilitator: Dr. Gene Van Matre
TIME MANAGEMENT
Tuesday, September 17 3:30-4:30 pm; 208 Norwood Hall

ONE MILLION OF THE BEST .MINDS
IN AMERICA HAVE ALREADY CHOSEN
THE BEST RETIREMENT PROGRAM.

T

IAA-CREF is building a sound
fmancial future for more tha n
1,000.000 people in the education and
research communities. And over 200.000
retirees are now enjoying the benefIts of
their TIAA-CREF annuities.

STREN GTH.

GROWTH AND DIVER S ITY.

Your future is protected by t he la rgest
private r etir ement system in the nation .
S ince 1918, we have b een helping build a
secu re fu ture for p eople in educatio n a nd
resea r ch. We have d one so well, for so
ma ny, for so lo ng that we currently ma nage
over $95 billion in assets.

Security-so the resources are t here
when it is time to retire. Growt h-so y ou 'll
have eno ugh income fo r the kind of retirement y ou want. A nd diversity - t o help
protect y ou against market volat ility a nd
to let you b enefit from several types
of investments.

HERE'S WHAT YO U GET
F ROM TIAA-C REF.
TlAA offers you t he safety of a t raditional
annui ty that g ua ra ntees your p r incip al p lus
a sp eci fIed rat e of in terest, a nd p rovides
for addit ional growth throug h di vidends.
For its sta b ility, sou nd investments, a nd
overall fm a nc ial strength, TIAA has
received t he highest possible ra ti ngs fro m
all t hree of th e insurance ind ust ry 's leadi ng
indepe nd ent agencies.*

Facilitator: Dr. Gene Van Matre

I
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EXPE~NCE.PERFO~CE.

WOK FOR SECURITY,

ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING

Beginning Thursday, October 24 3:00-4:30 pm;
Location to-be announced;-Elnrolhnent is ~imitcd !o' - • . ~~ .•
Facilit ators: Dr. Carl Burns & Ms. Sandra Terry
Preregister between Aug. 26 & Oct. 17 .
Participants must attend all 5 sessions.

CREF's variable annuity offers opportunities for growth with four different
investment accounts, each managed w it h
the long-term perspective essential to
sound ret irement planning.

Ensuring.the future
for those who shape it:"
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SEND N O W F O RA F REE
RETIREMENT INVESTMENT KIT,
includ ing a. Spainl R~p(lrl on T I AA investment s.

Mai l t his coupon to: T JAA-C REF. Depl. Q C.
730 Th; rd Ave nue. New York. N Y 100 17. Or call

I 800-842-2733, Ext. 8016.
N,l/II(
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Tom Petty, popular as ever, rocks fans at Riverport
By James Barnes
STAFF WRITER

The first and most important thing
have to say about the Tom Pelly and
the Heartbreaker's concert is that it
was one of the best live shows I have
ever seen. Pelly really knows how to
work the crowd, which seems a litlle
bit odd considering that USA Today
rccently reported that he suffers from
stage frighl.

The concen was located at the
newly buill Riverporl Amphitheater
in SI. Louis ( the place where Axl
Rose made a fool of himself). The
sealS I had were located just out from
underneath the pavilion. They could
have been just a lillIe bit closer to the
stage, but it turned out alright
because there were two huge screens
on the end of the pavilion that were
showing close-ups.

When the curlain opened up , I was
amazed at the stage set up the Heartbreakers were surrounded by. A huge
green tree, that even had stairs and a
door, stood upright in the middle of
the stage. Two rows of chandeliers
holding what seemed to be red burn ing candles came out from the stage
on either side. A huge screen behind
the tree changed throughout the show
from clouds to various assorted psychedelic things .The band hit the
stage full of energy and played Kings
Highway from their new album, entitled ffllo the Great Wide Open. The
crowd seemed to like the faster rock
and roll of All or Nothing, and Out in
the Cold, also off of the new album,
but the somewhat eerie title track and
some of the slower songs are what
caught my attention. Tom Petty has a
particularly good gwtar player named
Mike Campbell , who blew me away.
On the intro solo on the song Running
Down a Dream, Campbell stretched
out and played an incredible solo.

\

During other parts of the show he
showed off his talent by playing some
incredibly good slide gWlar, as well as
a couple of songs with a mandolin .
The band played a variety of older
music, including such songs as Refugee, (won't Back Down, and Free
Falling; this last song being introduced as "One of our beller three chord
songs." One of the high points during
the show was when Tom Petty told

everybody to summon the psychedelic dragon from the tree. He had
everybody saying "Timothy Leary,
Timothy Leary,: and then this person
with a huge rat-head mask came out
·of the tree and brought PClly some. thing. For a minute nobody knew
what it was, and then all of a sudden
PNrypullhe thing (a harmonica) to his
,mouth and SlaTled blowing some real
incredible blues. The band played a

1966 song called Psychotic Reaction,
with the drummer singing and Pelly
bl )wing harp. At one point, the guitar
pl~yercomplimented his playing . The
band went from this straight into an
extended version of Don't Come
Around Here No More complete with
a great "whah-whah" guitar solo.
The show finally wound down after
about two hours. The band left the
stage after a great version of Running
Down a Dream, but was called back
and did three more songs. We left
during the last one because there were
only two lanes leading out of our section of the gravel parking lot. One
" piece of advice I can give you if you
plan going to Riverpon, is to make a
note of where you park your car,
because the lot is not very well lit or
marked. I would pay to see Tom Petty
and the Heartbreakers again anytime.
The stage setup seemed to make the
band's playing that much beller. To
sum it up in one word, I would have to
say it was a psychedelic event.

---
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Celebrate

STAR Trek's 25th ANNIVER-

If we had one vote for every person who

SARY by doing yourself a favor and auending

said '''voting docsn't do any good" or "one

MAKE YOUR VOICE COUNT! Register to

the ftrst official meeting of Rolla' s chapter of

person/vote can't make a differencc" we

VOTE. Look for voter registration lables on

STARFlEET. the International Star Trek Fan

could vote all of thc ineffective, indifferent

campus or stop by the ASUM office at 212

Association. Be in the Mcramec Room of

andlor corrupt politicians out of office.

University Center-Wcst. or caU 341-4970.

University Center-East at 8:00 p.m. on

Voting is as much a privilege as a right. If

Thursday, September 12th, We'll discuss all

you don't eltercise that right one could very

The UMR Astronomy club will sponsor a

the latest news on the fifth season of Star

possibly lose it.

Visitor's Night at the U~ Observatory on

Trek.: The Next Generation and Star Trek. 6,

Solution

Jen ny P.,
Congratulations! Proud to be your sister:!

-

Love in AOT,
Julie
Andrea L.,
Congrats! You know we love to have you in
our sisterhood!
Lovern AOT,

Friday 20. September. 1991 starting at 8:00

plan activities for the semester, have an

ASME will be giving away rree piu.a to those

p.m. The observatory is open to the public at

infonnative Ind technical discussion on the

who attcnd its fU'St meeting on Septcmber 11,

that time and the Moon and Saturn can be

transporter device. and give away a door

1991. The time will be at 6:30p.m. in the

viewed, subjcct to weather,with the 16-inch

prize of a Star Trek novel!! Call Matt Turley

Mechanical Engineering Building. room 104.

telescope.

It 364·7244 for more information.

The guest speaker will be the Director of the

Julie

Dave (Boner),
Way to expose yourself 00 the float trip.
Zlam,
Julie, Angie. Dee, and len

Career Placement and Training Center, Mariano
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V. Trujillo. Everyone is encouraged to attend .

The Beast Room by

C.T.•

ror more infonnation contact 341·84551.

Make up your mind!

Jones and Griff

Develope

Looking for a ride to Springfield on

mo

October 17th anyone? Call Kevin at 341-2306.

transaCtiO!
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Julie O. is lhe coolest!!! Thanks so much for
taking me home ... twice!!!
Zlam,

No charges ,
dUring th

Gina

Tracy G.,
Congratulation!>~

You are a "too cool"

NewT!
Love in AOT,
Julie
Gina,
You're way cool and we aU love you so show
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JOHNATHON ROCKHANDS € WrUIAM PAPE~/-IANDS
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Brwtt Goodmon

us that beautiful smile!
Zlam.

Lisa

A contestant_in the Septemberfest Boat Race gives it his all.

~rt

KUMR series looks at affirmative action programs in the U.S.
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By Michael Tessaro
KUMR
National Public Radio will air a
series of far-reaching reports on the
successes , controversies, backlashes,
and dilemnas that have accompanied
the implementation of affirmativeaction programs in the United States
during the past few decades, Titled
"The Great Divide: Affinnative Action in America," the series airs the
week of September 15 - 22 on NPR' S
acclaimed news magazines ALL
THINGS CONSIDERED , MORNING EDlllON , and WEEKEND EDITION,
This effort marks the third in a
scries of NPR Specials Projects. The

PLANNED PARENTHOOD
OF THE CENTRAL
OZARKS
Family Planning
pregnancy testing
reproductive health exams
referral services available
birth control supplies
evening hours available
sliding scale fee
All Services Confidential
MON & WED 8·7
TUES&FRI 8·5 THUR 8·12
364-1509
1032-B Kingshighway

first two projects, focusing on issues
affecting youth, aired in September
1990 ("Class of 2000: The Prejudice
Puzzle") and in April 1991 ("Family
Stories"),
"Affirmative action, like few other
issues , is ahot spot on American social
policy agenda," according to NPR's
Deborah George, editor of the series,
Because of this, NPR plans to put
together a thoughtful series that combines an historical overview with good
reporting on the subject.
Adds
George, "This is important because
even though affirmative-action plans
are widespread, many people have
vague notions of how they actually
work."
George says severalofNPR's stories will focus on the tensions and

anxieties that may uncerline the terms
"diversity," "equity" and "affirmative
action, " Otherissues thatNPRplans to
explore include:
Workplace Dynamics: Assuming
Incompetence; Expecting Hostility .
NPR plans to examine the effectiveness of affirmative-action programs
among co-workers, when programs
are effective, whom they help, and in
what way s companies may be circumventing them.
The History of Aff~rmative Actions as a Political Idea and a Social
Ideal. NPR traces the development of
affirmative action fTom the Johnson
through the Bush administrations .
Reports examine affirmative-actions '
impact on economic and social

r

I

MEXICAN RESTAURANT
. , Delicious Mexican Food
(Mexico City Style)
Daily Lunch' & Dinner Specials
') Sundays all you can eat
• 1024 types of Nachos
'. Pleasant atmosphere

."t;@::'
riII-------

r~;:~J:HEI!l~,":
P@~ tl

.

.

* ACRYLIC NAILS
* HAIR COLORING
* HAIR CUTTING
* LATEST PERMING

WALKINS TECHNIQUES
WELCOME
MaN-SAT 1364-6965

I

-OWNERS-

HWy. 63 So.
'364-1971

LINDA CONSTABLE BOWLING & MICHELLE CONSTABLE
1037 KINGSIllGHWAY ROLLA

ON CAMP U S
for you.
UNIVERSITI CENTER EAST

Teller Window Open M-F 9:00-3:00
Automatic Teller Machine
OPEN YOUR CAMPUS ACCOUNT
Developed especially for the UMR student who writes only a few checks each
month, No monthly minimum balance. FREE automatic teller machine
transactions, 25¢ per check and $2.00 monthly maintenance fee per account.
CHECKING PLUS
Package account that offers the convenience of regular checking account
privileges plus free personalized checks, $10,000 aCCidental death insurance,
traveler'S discounts, traveler'S check and money orders . No monthly minimum
balance and unlimited check writing. A $7.00 monthly maintenance fee per
account which inclu~es a teller machine card.
REGULAR CHECKING ACCOUNT
No charges are assessed to any account maintaining a $500 minimum balance
during the month. There are no additional charges for checks written, Teller
machine card is available upon request.

Phelps County Bank
UMR Banking Facility
University Center '

WELCOME
IHhiS all ,

tors are NPR 's John Dinges and Deborah George; producer is Sora Newman.
"The Great Divde: Affirmative
Action in America" series will be aired
as part of NPR ' s MORNING EOITION,ALL THINGS CONSIDERED,
ing ." Thi s booming new industry and the WEEKEND EDITION on
helps companies and employees learn
to deal with the confusion and conOict
that may accompany cultural diversi- KUMR-FM. MORNING EDITION
fication.
airs between 5:00 and 8:00 am.m
On the national level, NPR is Monday through Friday, ALL
working closely with outreach part- THINGS CONSIDERED airs beners, such as the National Mental
Health Association and the National tween 4:30 and 6:30 p,m. Monday
Conference on Christians and Jews.
through Friday., and WEEKEND EDI"The Great Divide" is funded in TION airs between 9:00 and 11:00
part by a grant from the Corporation a.m. on Sundays and 7:00 and 10:00
for Public Broadcasting. Series edi- a.m. on Saturdays on KUMR-FM.

(I

right here

University Center East-UMR
Rolla

l

change .
Diversity Consulting . As the U.S.
workforce grows more culturally diverse, workplace problems inevitabl y
ari se. NPR ex amines businesses that
are now turning 10 "di versity consult-

81h & Pine SIs,
Rolla

Hwy. 72 & Salem Ave,
Rolla

JeHerson & Washinglon
st. James
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1. It'seasy to use.

•

Bring home an Apples Macinlosh" compuler
lodav, and use il to complele assignments by
"
lonighl--evefl if you've never used a computer
before.

••
•

•

' .•

,

6' It GIl1 groW WI·th you.
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.
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ImImd if"ll'~ MS-DOS rommands such as COPY ~
\fOP.DPR(X\l)IWT.!XX A:\ WO~ Macintosh uses/amiliar
uords, suchasCcpyandPrlnl,andpidltres,slIchasjilejdders
!orWringy.xtrdocumerusand a tmsh conforjiJes)Oll ul'lnllO

4.

It'. a breeze t o copy Infonnatlon
and paste It Into another document.

•

t
•

=~:::",
IheCopyrommand,

•

•
•

right from your
own room.

= -

8. It'. got connection..

affio.....l~\.,.le
1 UillJ~

.

Et' [[:~

10 connect a primer, a modem, an external
hard disk, or just aboul any other peripheral
10 a Macintosh, simply plug it in. nllll'S all

;;~¥JUWJffi~fu
others.

Every Macinlosh is equipped with an
Apple SuperDrive~ a unique noppy disk drive
thaI can use not only Macintosh disks, bUI also
MS-DOS and OS/2 disks crealed on IBM and
IBM-compatible compulers. With SoftPC from
Insignia Solutions, you can even run MS-DOS
applications on your Madmosh. .

•
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12. It's more
than

.

•

EIIJ

i
.- ' "i i. ~~:~~:00l

5. All Macintosh _ ram. work In t he
same way.
Learn to use one Macintosh program, and
you've learned the basics of using them all.
For example, the commands you use, such
as Open, Oose, Copy, Pasle, Save, CUI, Print,
and Undo, are found in the same placeevery time.

•

•

This week you're majoring in philosophy,
next week iI'S nudear physics. After all, no one
knows exactly whal the future will bring. ThaI'S
why millions of students have found thaI invesling in a Macinlosh is asman move. Because
11. You can connect to your
Macinlosh can immediately help you do whalmainframe or
ever you do-better And if, come tomorrow, you minicomputer.
find thaI you wanl to do something differenl, no . WilhMadntosh,
problem. It's easy to upgrade your Macinlosh
you can send in
10 help you rise 10 the dhaIIenge.
assignments,
gain access to
7. It's great for college and beyond.
software you
l"'~
Doing your work iaster, better, and more
need fora dass,
creatively is also a plus
and receive

computers are
used in 74 percent

.

••
•

~Toer.

'-- V I

g"i,It

•

Macinlosh prices have never been lower-

You may even
qualify for
•
financing, which
makes Madmosh
even more
affordable.
These reasons all add up to the

power of Macintosh. The power •

10 be your best~

•

t
•
•

•
'
,

•
•
•
•

For further information visit
114 Mathematic Computer Science Bldg.
341-4841
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10. It'. so •••y to network.
S

JUSI connect the LoC1ITalk cable from
one
Macinlosh
10 another Macinlosh.
I . _ 1.
'
few'
d d'
I ...es Just a nunules, an you on I
ha
b
deli ' naI hardware
ve ftware
10 uyanya
uo
or SO
.

school'.

~"'!""':.t~~ve to
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Macintosh

~OT

0 199 1AppIcComPUltt, Inc Appk. ttv:Appk logo. t.oorraJk,Mxlnl(l5h.and~pollitrlobe)'OUrbcst·an:~crcd~of"PPleComp.lIer. lnc.
Supttl>nYe ts a IrxIenurk of,\pple ComPUICf. Inc. 1B.'1 2t1d OS/2:are ~crtd tradcnw'ls oIlf1IMUtlOlUl BusInc:ss MJChines CorpootlOl\. MS-DOS IS a rt:gIS{crcd II2dcm2rk ol MIC.TOSOIt CorpooIO'l.
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neigHborhood.
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-Jack Pow~1
Solisbury,MD

JocK Powell is one of Ihe liHle answers
10 Ihe big problems facing every com·
muni~ in America. And because Ihere
are more people Ihan problems,
Ihings will gel done. Al you have 10
do is somelhing. Do anylhing. To find
oul how, call r1800) 677·5515.

__ P~!~T~~! ~,Ir:f!T
Do so....th lng good.

fee.

_thing .......
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

" Uh-oh, Lenny ... It's the slimelord. "
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QUALITY CLEANERS

* Expert Cleaning * Reasonably priced
108 W. 7th Street

Rolla, Mo 65401 364-3650

~OU"'G FdLKS· 6UIOE TO LAST-M'tlUTE BIRTH CoNTROL

WELCOME BACK!
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Come in and Check Out
What's New At :
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SOUNDPORT CAR AUDIO
115 N. BISHOP
ROLLA, MISSOURI
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COITUS

364-0785

iNTHlhlPtlJS

Daily 10% Discount
For UMR Students*

Cll.MOSTUS
,NTE.RRVPTIJ 5

COITUS

*offer not valid with other coupons or discounts
Offer expires December 9,1990
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We accept Mastercard,
Visa, Diners & Discover
1009 Kingshighway

FOR ALL
YOUR
TRAVEL
NEEDS

Open to AAA Members
and the General Public

",Sb
l~

Pm

W~

WU;

(C

UF

-Transportation Tickets -Airline, B~8 ~~ &
Train -Motel, Hotel and Re80rt ReservatiO~8 .
-Car Rental -AAA Escorted 8i Non-Escorted Travel
eGroup Travel -Passport Photo Service
- International DriVing Permits •
-Helpful Travel Publications
'"

t,~,~ lhIvel

.·~Agency
Where great vacations begin

,

1056 Kingshighway, Rolla
(Next to McDonald's)
1-800-678-7025 or 341-1117

·..e

--

Venture Ma rketing Division
AAAS, Inc. 723 Pine, Rolla, MO 65401
(314) 341-2264
YOU HAVE FRIENDS WHO CARE

B

Af:~ .

IRTHRIGIIT

215 WEST 8th STREET
P.O. BOX 832
ROLLA. MISSOURI 65401

PHONE: 364-0066
FOR HELP
DURI NG UNPLANNED PREGNANCY
FREE PREG NANCYTESTI NG
NEW EARLY DETECTION METHOD

Banquet Facilities Available
Men's Night - Wednesday
Ladies' Night - Thursday
9:30 - 1:00
341-2110
2001 Forum Drive

Pizza Hut of Rolla
Now Delivers Seven Days
.. A Week 4pm - lOpm ..
~OC~a
341-9944 ~OC~a
::nut.

11;~m3 it'1

::nut.

I lmCI~jt'l

*Limited delivery area

\

Shear Perfection

\

10% Discount for UMR students
Walkins and Appointments available
Open Mon - Sat
Located behind Phi Kappa Theta
across from Kroger in Copperfield Square
call at 364-3558

Mi~~~rt
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'Wednesday. September 11.1991

W hat did you do today?

Don

----

B
S:T

Thursday, January 25, 1990

"

Me and my sisters went down to the center "
to play with the disabled kids. You know,
to just be with them.
Beth Kerby
Troy, MI

Saturda~ December 16, 1989

"

I went house to house, getting any food or clothes "
they would give me. Then I handed it all out to
any needy people in the neighborhood.
Jack Powell
Salisbury, MD

Tuesday, January 23, 1990

"

All of us in the class called the old people in "
our neighborhood to see if they were okay
and if they needed anything.
Amy Hoffman
Polk, NE
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Sports
Dominating Forces in the N'ational FootbaU League
8y A.T, Goon
STAFF WRITER

The time has finally arrived. Every year, as we all become bored with
the monotonous end of baseball 's season, expand the rosters so the kids can
play attitude, we only grow more anxious for the NFL to begin its season.
Well, that lime of year is now here and
everyone gets to have their fun predicting who will win the Super Bowl.
But, before you go making your predictions, you should make sure you
have read up on the subject. So, just
for you, there's the 1991 football forecast.

AFC EAST
Buffalo looks like a lock for the
AFC East title this year. Theirdangerous defense, coupled with last season's highest scoring offense, makes
the Bills one of the premier teams in
the NFL. The Dolphins and Colts will
finish second and third, respectively,
and both will challenge for wild card
spots.
These two teams are very

~q~iggy's

similar in that both have dangerous because Cleveland is in this division.
offenses. However, on the other side
AFC WEST
of the baT!, both leave a lot to be
Throughout Ule organization's
desired. The fourth place Jets will history, the LA Raiders when picked to
show flashes this year, but this young dominate, have generally fai led to do
so . Their best years have come at
team is still a fe w years and a few
draft picks away. As for the Patriots, times when no one knew what to think
they should get a great draft pick next of them. 1990 was like this, and 1991
will be no exception. It is for this
year.
reason thaI the Raiders will finish
AFC CENTRAL
Houston's year has finally come. second and the Kansas City C hiefs will
Their offense cannot be described jus- pound their way into first place: The
tifiably in words. After leading the young Chargers are not ready for
NFL in nearly every category last year, prime time yet, but they are good
they will only get beller as they refine enough to finish third and be in the
theirrun-n -shoot system. Pittsburgh's wild card hunt. Seattle, always picked
second place finish will be attributed to flounder, yet always right there in
to defense. With Rod Woodson on the .December, will have a typical year.
field, big plays just seem to happen. Bringing up the rear will be smilin '
As for the offense, it's hard to predict John Elway and his skillet-handed,
anything about a man named Bubby. aging receiving corps.
Cincinnati is in an odd year. Through
NFC EAST
the 1980's, this indicated dismal seaThe Super Bowl champion NY
sons. If coach Sam Wyche spent as Giants will again be tough. They will
much time on his game plan as he did continue to win without a quarterback
in figuring out ways to make a fool of and a senior citizen defensive unit.
himself, things could be different. The However, this year that won't be
only reason they will fini sh third is enough. That's because this is the year

Ten Again

By Squiggy
STAFF WRITER

This week saw most every team in
he national college football scene
play their first or second game. Last
Iweek we saw Georgia Tech, may no.
~ pick loose to my no. 6 pick, Penn
State. That was lhe only team in my
top ten to lose. Consequently, the top
ten for this week' will rem ain the
same. This week's Top Ten is:
SQUIGGY'S TOP TEN:
I . Michigan
2. Florida State
3. Miami
4. Notre Dame
5. Houston
6. Penn State
7. Washington
8. Colorado
9. Oklahoma
10. Florida
In games this past weekend the big
scores were posted by Penn State and
Houston. Penn State rolled up 81
points against Cincinnati. Houston'
exploded with 73 points when Heisman hopeful. David Klinger, passed
for 510 yards and nine touchdowns.
Michigan after a slow start against
Boston college turned it on in the second half and won 35 to 13. Florida
State upped its record to two and 0 by
pounding Tulane. Last weekend,
Miami blew away the Arkansas Razorbacks. Notre Dame got a career game
from Rick Mirer as he led then to a 49

to 27 victory against Indiana . • Washington seemed to solve the quarterback question when Billy Joe Hobert
led then to a42 t07 win over Stanford.
Colorado opened by beating Wyoming 30 to 13. Florida, my new addi:
tion, blew away San Jose State 59 to
21 to eam the no. 10 ranking. Teams
to watch are:' Clem son , Iowa, Tennessee, California, and Auburn who were
all winners last week.
This weekend starts early when
Houston play s Miami. This will be a
stem test for the Cougars to establish them selves among the elite in
college football.
. Notre Dame plays at No. I Michigan. If either team hopes to win the
national title itcould very well lie with
the outcome of this game. Both teams
were big winners over their first opponent.

Penn State pl ays at USC. This is a
must win for the Nillany Lions if they
hope to have any chance at the national title. USC needs to regroup
after the surprising loss to Memphis
State.
Washington plays at Big 8 power
house Nebraska. This a big game for
Nebraska to establish themselves
against quality opponents.
Colorado will try to establish a
beller offense when they play against
Baylor.
Oklahoma opens this weekend
with North Texas. This should be be
an easy contest for the Sooner.

See Football, page 18

that the Washington Redskins will
towerovertheNFC. Theirlineon both
sides of the ball , after being destroyed
by age, has been rebuilt by Joe Gibs .
The Cowboys will return to greatness
after last year's draft, but nO! this
soon. The Phoenix Cardinals have a
pair of sensational sophomore running
backs in Johnny Johnson and Anthony
Thompson. They might win 8 this
year.
Last place ... Philadelphia EagLs .
The reason? Three words . Arthroscopic knee surgery.
NFC CENTRAL
The Bears will win this division.
Why? Because they are the Bears and
that' s what the Bears do. Of course,
the fact that this is the saddest conference in football doesn't hurt any. The
talent the Minnesota Vikings have
stockpiled over the past five years, and
there is a lot of it, is now either old or
injured. Tampa Bay will finish third
and nol make the playoffs becau~e
they are Tampa Bay and that's what
Tampa Bay does. Green Bay and their
overrated Majik (Magic) man will

need some magic to keep from fini shing last.
NFC WEST
.T he new look 4gers will have their
problems this year but nothing so serious that it will keep 'them from winning their division. Early on , they will
find out how important Ronnie Loll
and Joe Montana were to this team as
their defense looks for a leader and
Steve Young stumbles. The saints and
their rock solid linebacking corps will
win second place and a wild card spot.
The up and down Rams, will remain
consistent in only one thing-fini shing third. Finally, the Raider imitating
Falcons and their explosive vocal
chords will again lead the league in
yards penalized, touchdown celebrations, and points allowed.
Now that you know everything
that's going to happen this season,
enjoy watching the events unJold ....
All they way to to Super Bowl, where
by the way, the Washington Redskins
will defeat the Houston Oilers to win
the NFL crOwn.

Miners stopped by Controversial Call
By Christopher Goo
STAFF WRITER
The Iow a Wesleyan Tigers
got by our Miners wilh a 21 -17
victory Saturday night in Mt.
Pleasant, Iowa. The game .was
well played by both teams , but
unfortun ately the Miners came up
a bit short.
I my self was unable to make il
to the game, due to the beverage I
consumed Saturday at Septemberfest. 1 did gel the play by play
scoresheet, wi thoutthe first names
of any of the opposing players
so ... 1 decided to fill in the first
names of the people who I knew il
wasn't. Please remember how
much you paid for this paper;
anyway.
The Miners jumped on the
scoreboard first, with an impressive 67 yard drive. Fullback Rick
Henry broke through the line for a
30-yard touchdown run. Eivind
Listerud added the ectra point, and
the Miners had a 7 -0 lead with 3:27
left in the first quarter.
The Tigers came back quickly
with a 65 yard drive of their own.
"NOl Mercury" Morris opened the
2nd quarter with a 9 yard
touchdion run. The conversion
was good , and the game was tied
7-7.
The defense of the Miners
stoqd slrong on two consecutive
series; and a 30 yard completion

from Miner quarterback Mike
Wise to Carlos Cain put Listerud in
field position to kick a 21 yard
field goal.
The lead did not last long ·
though, as 5 plays later a 17rd pass
from DeWald to "Not Jimmy
Carter put the Tigers back on lOp.
Then, after a Wise interception,
the Tigers drove the boll down to
the Miner 8 with time running out
in the first half, went for the field
goal, but Don Huff blocked the
kick and the Miners went into the
half trailing 14-10.
The second half opened with a
couple of change-of-possessions
befor Morri s scored his second
touchdown of the evening; to put
Wesleyan up 21- 10. Then just like
the first gam<!; the Miners fought
back. A 68 yard drive culminating
with a 2 yard touchdown run by
Jason "cruiser" IlIum brought the
Miners back to within 4. The defense stopped the Tigers in 3 plays
and lhe offense drove the ball to
the Iowa Wesleyan-30. A long
pass was picked off in the endzone by "NO! Bob" Bowers and the
Miner comeback was halted.
The defense made 2 more great
holdups and the Miners got the ball
back on their own 47. A 42 yard
reception by Chris Alverson off a
scoop pass and reversal to Wise
broughl the ball down lO the
Wesleyan 7 wi lh 4:08 left. One
play laler, Alverson caughl an-

other pass and he looked like he.
crossed the goaline but was
stripped by a Wesleyan defender
and the play was ruled a fumble.
Maybe Don Denkinger nade the
trip to Mt. Pleasant. The Tigers got
the call, and the Miners consolation was a long bus ride home with
an "uneasy" feeling. Hopefully,
there's a petroleum jelly plant near
Ml. Pleasant.
UMRdidgettheball back with
:47 left in the game but a fumble by
Wise on fourth down ended the
Miners chances.
The Miners next game is September 21, here, against Northwest Missouri State.
Score by Quarters I
Missouri-Rolla
7
Iowa Wesleyan
0

234
3 7 0
14 7 0

I Sl

Umr-Henry 30 yd run (Li sterud Kick) 3:27
2nd
rwc- Morris 9 yd run (Leonard kick) 14:56
UMR- Li sterud 21 yd Field
Goal 4:50
IWC- Carter 17 yd-pass from
DeWald 3:18
3rd'
rwc- Morris yd run (Leonard Kick) 4:58
. 4th
UMR- IlIum 2 yd run (Shore
Kick) 14:56
Records UMR I-I rwc I -I

'

.~

~

Football from page 17
Florida has an important game
against SEC powerhouse, Alabama
and must win in order to remain in the
hunt for no, 1.
Florida State has an easy one this
week, but they must not look ahead
t5 Michigan as they play Western
Michigan.

38-4.
"I really apprec iate the effort Bob
has put into men 'sand women's soccer
at UMR," said UMR interim athletBob Boucher, the head soccer
The UMR Rugby Club would like
icdirector Neil Smith. "We are go ing
coach at the University ofMissourito welcome all the stud ents and teachtomiss him. I know thatit was difficult
Rolla, has announced his resignation
ers back and invi te them 10 all the
situation having to coach both teams,
to acccpt ahead coaching position at
matches this semester. Our first big
but hedid an admirable job underthose
Allentown college of SI. FranclsDeSahome tournament is SMIlRT on Sepcircumstances. He is going back to his
les in Center Valley, PA.
tember 28 and 29. Anyone interested
home area, and we wish him the best."
The resignation will be effcctive
in playing rugby cancontacl Pat
Boucher also coached the baseball
August 31, 1991. Boucher, who has
Winkelman at 364-0792 or meet at
coached the men's and women's team at UMR during the 1990 season
the UMR Rugby field on Fraternity
teams atUMR since 1988, will be in on an interim basis.
Row at 5:00p.m. on September5. The
charge of the men's soccer program at
Last month, Boucher was placed
rules and how to play will be exAllenlQwn . Allentown, a NCAA Divi- in charge of the South Central districi
plained at this firstpractice.
sion III schoollocatednear Boucher's soccer competition for the 1991
Rugby consists of IS players, 8
hometown of Reading, PA., currently Show-Me Gan1es, to be held in Rolla
forwards who win possession of the
does notsponsor women 's soc~er. June 14 and 15 , and he plans to fulfill
ball, and 7 backs who out maneuver
"I reall y enjo y~d the
their opponents by passing, kicking, . "The fact Ihal it is close to home was those duties.
a consideration,but it was not the main time I spent here," Boucher sa id." It
or running the ball. The object of game
one," Boucher said. "It is a familyde- wasa pleasure to work with the people
is 10 touch the ball down in the try
cision more than anything else. "
here, the fac ilities are among the best
zone or kick it through the uprights.
In his three years at UMR, around, and the faculty have been
The 8 forwards make up a scrum. A
Boucher led the Miners to anoverall very helpf"lI."
scrum forms when a penalty occurs or
record of 28-24-4 , including a mark of
The search has begun for Boucher's
play is stalled. The two opposing
8-10-1 in aninjury-filled 1990 season . replacement.
scrums come together in a huddle and
The Miners went 10-8-1 in hisfirsi
the ball is placed between Ihem. The
year at UMR and 10-6-2 in 1989, and
players then heel the ball to the back
have had fourplayers which have been
of their pack so it can be thrown out to
named to the All-Midwest team durthe backs. It is the up to the backs to
inghis tenure. Boucher has also been
score.
For more information about
in s:harge of the women's soccerteam
Rugby, come out to any practice at the
at UMR for the past three seasons, and
Rugby fields or come talk to us at the
thc team's recordin that period was 9UMR Showcase.
Rugby
SOURCE

Sports
NEWS SERVlcgS

Sunday
Night
Special
Stockade Burger,
Fries & Drink

$2.99
Every Sunday from
5:00 p.m . to close.
Includes FREE dessert

r
"

We're Conoco, 'the Hottest Brand Going. And if you're an Engineering Major,
have we got a date for you. On Thursday, September 19, 1991, from 6:30-8:30
p.m., we'll be hosting a reception, in Centennial Hall West, University CenterEast, and we'd like to meet you. Come find out about the career opportunities at
Conoco. And we'll be backon campus to interview on October 1-2, 1991. So,
mark these dates, it could be the beginning of avery hot future.

(conoco)
A Du Pont Subsidiary

Co-op Employment

I

't

Dr.

~

I

E

tllIIVBRSITY OP MISSOORI-ROLLA
CAREBR PLACBMBNT

301 Norwood Ball

PERMANENT EMPLOYMENT
DEttLY DBTAIL LIST '2 - Fall 1991
Week of September 23-27, 1991

REGISTRATION: All materials are available in the
reoeption area, Room 30t Norwood Ball . Registration
must be completed prior to subJllitting resumes tor
preser•• ning and also prior to signing tor interviews.

INGERSOLL RANp
Construction Equipment Group
1495 Va lley Center Parkway
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania 18017
attn: Mr. Jim Dye
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:

1

MAJORS:
POSITION:

BS/Mining or Civil Engineering
Sales Engineer (Selling direct
to customers or through distributors)
LOCATION:
Nationwide
INTERVIEWING:
May 1992 grads

MINIMUM G.P.A.:
CITIZENSHIP

2.7

U.S. citizens and persons with
permanent residency status

SIGNUPS AND RESUME PRESCRBENING: 301 Norwood Ball
SIGHUP SOURSI 71t5 to 11115 a.m.
1&00 to t:15 p.m.

PEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES: September 9, 1991
INTERVIEW DATE:
September 25, 1991

PRESCREENED INTERVIEWS
For prescreening companies, qualified students desiring consideration must submit their resumes in Room
301 Norwood Ball prior to the deadline outlined in
the weekly detail list in The Miner. Resumes will be
mailed to participating companies three weeks prior
to their interview date, and they will select the
students they wish to interview. S.e lectee's names
will be posted on the Bulletin Boards in the signup
area and in the appropriate departments.
Posting of
names wi~l be done approximately two weeks before the
interview date with a four-day deadline for signing.

UNOCAL CORPORATION
P.O. Box 7600
Los Angeles, CA 90051
attn: Mr. Bob Endecavageh
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:

(1/2 day only for permanent)

MAJORS:

BS/PE

NON-PREseREENED INTERVIEWS
Signups for those companies not participating in
prescreening will be held approximately two weeks
prior to the interview date . Look for these dates
in the Weekly Detail Lists and The Miner. Signups
will be put out ·for one day (or until schedule
fills).
Signups will be on a · first-come, firstserved basis: no priorities. Morning signups will
be for morning interviews: afternoon signups for
afternoon interviews.
Back-up lists will be available for those students unable to obtain an interview.

PEApLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES: September 9, 1991
INTERVIEW DATE:
September 25, 1991

--

POSITION:
1S-month training program
leading to position as staff engineers in
reservoir, drilling and production with potential
in supervisory and management areas.
LOCATION:
Domestic U.S. - West Coast,
Gulf & Mid-Continent
INTERVIEWING:
Dec. 1991, May, July 1992 grads
MINIMUM G.P.A .:
prefer 2.S or higher
CITIZENSHIP:
Authorization to work in the
U.S. required

------------------------------------------------

NOTICE: One schedule - approximately 12 interview
openings:
6 in the a.m . ; 6 in the p.m., depending
upon starting & ending times per each individual
company I s request.

JUST ARRIVED

New Shipment Posters
ADD LIFE TO YOUR POSTERS
Drymounting

CHEVRON USA INCORPORATED

11111 South Wilcrest
Houston, TX 77236
attn : Mr . Clyde Trickey
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
MAJORS:
POSITION :
LOCATION:
INTERVIEWING:
MINIMUM G. P.A.:
CITIZENSHIP:

Apple Tree

1/2 day only for permanent
BS/MS/PhD PE

Hwy 63S Rolla

Professional Engineers
Nationwide
recent, December 1991,
May, July 1992 grads
N/A

u.s . Citizen and Permanent
Visa Holders

M-S 9:30-8:00

SUN 12:30-5:00

DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES: September 9, 1991
INTERVIEW DATE :
September 25, 1991

CAUTION:
NOT Voting ~ Will Be
Hazardous To Your Education.

WILLIAMS TELECOMMUNICATIONS

P.O. Box 21348
Tulsa, OK 74121
attn: Mr. Mike Williams
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
MAJORS:
POSITION:
LOCATION:

INTERVIEWING :

1
BS/MS EE

Engineers
Tulsa, OK
December 1991 grads
3.0

MINIMUM G.P .A.:
CITIZENSHIP:

U. S. citizen or Permanent
Resident Visa required

DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES:
September 9, 1991
INTERVIEW DATE:
September 27, 1991

But To Vote, You Must
First Register.
If you plan to vote November

LEVER BROTHERS
1400 N. Pennsylvania Ave.
st. Louis, MO 63133
attn: Mr. Kirk Young
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
MAJORS:
POSITION :
LOCATION:
INTERVIEWING:
MINIMUM G . P.A.:

1

BS/ChE, EE, ME
Information is not available
st. Louis
December 1991 grads
2.8

pEApJ.;INE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES;
INTERVIEW DATE:

5th, you must register by
October 16th.

September 9, 1991

September 27, 1991

Look for voter registration tables on campus.
Friday 13th
9am-NOON
Breezeway

~

~

Tuesday 17th
9:30a-1:30p
Breezeway

'",\·ol.~
.'_......1"".'
" .•".•,.... ,·".·,...".,,,..... 0
!,r
, ·, ___ " _ . -... ,., , , "'·... , ..! ... '~," ... ' ... :._

OR STOP
BY ASUM
Office 212 uew

Page
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Make sure your road trip proceeds without a hitch.
Sometimes road trips can be a little more adventurous than you expect them to be. Which is why you

should always pack your AT&T Calling Cam 0 It's all you need to make a call from almost anywhere to anywhere.

l!QE
P.O

Aurl

.1

Its the least expensive way to call state-to-state on AT&T when you can't dial direct. And you'll be connected to the

NU!!J
lI.\Jl

PaS:
HI
tI
~

(I

'J
q:
iJ
IDe;

INTI
CIT:

reliable service you've come to expect from AT&T. 0 Plus if you get your Calling Card now, you'll also get a free hours

IIIH:

mlBI

4601
P,O

!(an:

.1

worth of AT&T long distance calling.· And you'll become a member of AT&T Student Saver Plus, a program of products and
POs:
~

lIlT:
CIT'
KIH'

services designed to save students time and money. 0 The AT&T Calling Cam Its the best route to wherever you're going.

Get an AT&T Calling Card today. CallI 800 654-0471 Ext. 4812.
• ~~~ci::~~~~~~.I;I~~I. night and weekend calHng. based on prices effective 2/ 16/91. Offer limited toone $825 AT&T Long Distance Certi6cate
@1991AT&T

.•

AT&T

FRITO LAy . INC .
P.O. Box 6 60634
Dallas, TX 75266
attn: Ms. Pam Hammons

ALLI ED SIGNAL (Engin ee r e d Mate ri als Sect or)
P . O. Box 430
Me tropoli s , IL 6 29 6 0
attn:
Mr. Da n Huffman

NUMBER OF SCHEDU·LES:
MAJORS:
POSITION(S) :

BS/ ChE, ME, Eng . Mgt .
Associate Engineer-Mfg.
F irst Line Supv. -Mfg.

(PLEASE INDICATE WHICH POSITION YOU ARE INTERESTED
Ill, III TOP RIOB'T-HAND CORNER OP YOUR REBUKE.)
LOCATION:
INTERVIEWING :
MINIMUM G.P.A . :
CITIZENSHIP:

Nationwide
December 1991 grads
2. B

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
MAJORS:
POSITION:
LOCATION :
INTERVIEWING:
MINI MUM G . P.A .:

1
BS / MS/Ch E

Process Enginee r (entry-l evel)
Metropoli s , IL
De cembe r 1991 gra ds
2 .7

PEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES: Septe mber 9, 1991
INTERVIEW DATE: Se pte mber 24, 1991

Must have autho rization to
work in the U.S. on a full-time basis .

DEADLINE FqR TURNING IN RESUMES : September 9, 1991
INTERVIEW DATE: September 24, 1991

----------------------------------------------------_.NOTE:
Interview date scheduled tor Sto ckham Valves
, J'ittinqs has been cancelled. Interviews are n ov
soheduled tor Feb . 11, 12, 1992.

BLACK & VEATCH
P . O. Box 8405
Kan s as City, MO 6 411 4
attn:
Mr . Glenn Wa tkins
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES :

-----------------------------------------------------FACTORY MUTUAL
3300 Rider Trail Rd., Suite 600
Earth City, HO 63045
attn: Mr . Charles Prewitt
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
MAJORS:

1

BS/ AE, ChE,. MetE, CE, EE, ME,
NE

POSITION:
Loss Pre vent i on Consultant
(to make loss prevention inspections at industrial
p l ants)
LOCATION:
st . Louis District Office
INTERVIEWING:
recent or December 1991 grads
MINIMUM G. P . A.:
None
CITIZENSHIP:

4
(l-CE; l-ME; l-EE; l-ChE )

MAJORS :
POSITION :

BS/ MS CE, ME, EE , ChE
Des criptions will be
available a t time of interview signups .
LOCATION:
Kansa s City, MO; Overland
Park , KS : possible region a l
locations
INTERVIEWING :
Dec. 1991 , May, July 1992 grads

MINIMUM G.P . A . :
CITIZENSHIP

2 . 75

Permanent reside nt or intending
citizen

DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES' Se pte mber 9 , 19 91
INTERVIEW D~TE:
September 24 , 1991

No

DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES; September 9, ·1991
INTERVIEW DATE:
September 24, 1991

PRESCREENEP INTERVIEWS
Week of September 16-20, 1991

PRESCREENED INTERVIEWS

BURLINGTON NORTHERN RAILWAY
176 E . 5th st., P.O : Box 6496 2

NORTHERN ILLINOIS GAS
P.O . Box 190

.,

Aurora, IL 60507-0190
attn:
Mr . Kevin Kirby

St . Paul, MN 5516 4
attn:
Ms. Jean Ni x , Sr. Staff Dev. Specialist

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
MAJORS :

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES :
MAJORS:
POSITION:

1
BS/ PE (Priority), BS/ CE, BS/ME

POSITION:
_. During their first year with
Northern Illinois Gas, engineers typically rotate
through three areas:
station design , system design
and system planning - for an in-depth look at- how
(we) design , build and maintain our distribution
and storage system. After this initial year, engineers assume more resp·onsibilities as they move
into division operating areas, etc.
LOCATION :
Naperville & various .IL
INTERVIEWING:
December 1991, May 1992 grads
CITIZENSHIP:

MOST HAVE LEGAL RIGHT TO WORK

MINIMUM: G. P.A .:

None

PEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES : September 9, 19 9 1
INTERVIEW DATE:
September 23, 1991

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
MAJORS:

POSITION:

LOCATION:
INTERVIEWING :
CITIZENSHIP
MINIMUM G.P . A . :

1 ea day :

Sept . 23, 24, 25

BS/ ChE; BS/ MS CE o BS/ ME, EE;
BS/ M? Geology; BS/ MS/GeolEng.;

BS/ M'S Geophysics or Geotech .
Repre sentative opportuntie s
will be listed at time of
interview signups .
Kansas City, KO
December 1991, May 1992 grad s
Pe rmanent Visa Re quired
2.9

pEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES;
INTERVIEW DATES:

DEADLINE FOR TURNING I N RESUMES;
11 : 00 A.M .
Wednesday, September 4, 199 1
September 18 , 1991

INTERVIEW DATE :

WESTINGHOUS E ELECTRIC CORPORATION
Gatewa y Cente r
pitts burgh, PA 15222
attn: Ms. Erle Johnson
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES :
divi s ions:

BURNS , MCDONNELL
4600 E . 63rd st. Traffi cway
P . O. Box 419173
Kansas City, MO 64141 - 6173
attn; Ms. Kimberely, Stone

September 9, 19 9 1

September 23-25,

199 1

1

BS/ MS Computer Science
Corporate Management Tra inee
(after 9 months to p e rmanent programmer analyst)
St . Paul , MN or Ft . Worth, TX
LOCATION:
INTERVIEWI NG:
recent grads, December 1991 or
May 1992 grads

1 ea day for the following

Schedule # 1
ENGINEERING
Pr oduc t Design, Dev elopment, Re search, Applicat i on,
proj ect Eng ineer ing
MAJORS :
BS/ EE, HE, Camp Sci
POSITION:
Descriptions will be available at time
of interview signups .
Nationwide
LOCATI ON:
INTERVIEWING:
December 1991 or Hay 1992 grads
MINIMUM G. P.A .: Prefer 3 . 0 or better
DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES;
11:00 a . m.
September 4 , 1991
INTERVIEW DATES:

September 19,

20 ,

1991

j?tu~~ut mtut()U
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AT A TAEKWONDO
CENTER

Mark Prosser
3rd Degree Certified
Black Belt Instructor
1007 Pine St.
341-KICK

~~~IM\,U:

lio~.~
~~
AJ\- ~~ ~~
~~~ o{ 5~J\- &. G~

5~. 13, 1~~1

- Burn Stress while training for
your black belt in Taekwondo
- Now offering a 30% discount for
UMR Students
- Starting new students everyday
& classes that meet three times a
week
- Stop by now for a free week of
training

~
pOBOX' 3288

~l ;', OK 741 0
attn!

Ks . Re

.1I1IBfR OF SCHED
~•.lJORS :
ro5ITION:
lOCATION:

INTfRVIEWI/IG:
K1NIIM! G.P .A. :
CITIZENSHIP:

~
1,1!RVlEW DATE:

Ho~p~

g=t)o

~

BRI~G

c/lllREJ/! T

~WRE ENGIHEEl

P,O.Box B08

East Koline, IL
attn:

(UCE~~~~)

Ms . I.e]

,-mmfR OF SCHEIll
'.UORS:
rosITION:
lOCATION:

ottawa, Rockfc
lifcl!V1EWING:
IUl'OOJJI G. P.A.:

PAID VOLUNTEERS ARE NEEDED

.. -... --.---. ~ .-.--------.-.--- ..... --.~---.---------- ._--_ .. ----_._._------------------------------------------------------------- ------------~-----------

MLINE FOR TUI
Illi!RVIEW DATE :

OJ. STALEY COl!!

/200 E, Eldoradc

For Current Medical Research Studies Under the Direction of
Drs. Wes Stricker, Mark Vandewalker and Eamil Stricker

Decatur, IL
att!l !

62~

Ms. La\:

IUJ<B!R OF SCHEDII
tlJORS :
rosmON:

ASTHMA

!t.{mON:

illERVIEWING :

"TESTING A NEW AEROSOL BRONCHODILATOR, FLUTICASONE
"PARTICIPANTS MUST BE 12 YEARS OF AGE OR OLDER
"PARTICIPANTS MUST HAVE MILD TO MODERATE ASTHMA OR SUSPECTED ASTHMA
(OFF AND ON COUGHING, SNEEZING, OR SHORTNESS OF BREATH)
ALLERGIC CONJUNCTMTIS .

~

IIlERVIEII DATE :

illJIm .

P.o. Box 6778
Cleveland, OH 4
otto: 1Ir . Bil
f:!.lEROF SCHEDU

'.\lOPS :

~ITION:

"TESTING A NEW FORMULATION OF VISINE AC
"PARTICIPANTS MUST BE 18 YEARS OF AGE OR OLDER
"PARTICIPANTS MUST HAVE RED, ITCHY EYES DURING THIS TIME
OF YEAR DUE TO FALL POLLEN AND MOLD ALLERGENS

~!ION :
illERVIEWING:

~G.P. A'
.. d!ENSHIP· "

that th@y'are .

"ALL MEDICATIONS ARE APPROVED AND MAINTAINED FOR TESTING BY THE
FEDERAL DRUG ADMINISTRATION
"ALL MEDICATIONS AND PROJECTS ARE MONITORED BY A LOCAL
MEDICAL REVIEW COMMITTEE
"ALL MEDICAL EXAMINATIONS, MEDICATIONS, TESTS AND OFFICE
VISITS ARE AT NO CHARGE TO PARTICIPANTS
PARTICIPANTS WILL RECEIVE A MONETARY STIPEND FOR THEIR PARTICIPATION
CLINICAL RESEARCH OF THE OZARKS, INC.
509 E. 10th Street
ROLLA, MISSOURI 65401
364-7777 ASK FOR VICKI OR ROBIN

~

BU&I

2208 Welsh Industrial ct.

St. Louis, MO
63146-4222
attn:
Ms. Cindy Hauser

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
MAJORS:

1
BS/MS Chemical, Civil,

Geological, and Mechanical Engineering I Geology,
or Geophysics
pOSITION (5) :
Professional Environmental
Engineers, proj ect Managers, Geotechnical Engineers, Geohydrological Engineers or Environmental
Technicians

MINNESOTA MINING & MANUFACTURING CO.
]M Center, Building 224- lW- 02
St. Paul, MN
55144-10 0
attn:
Ms. Barbara Kronholm

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
1
MAJORS:
BS/KS ChE or Comp Sci
POSITION:
Chemical Eng. or Systems Analyst
LOCATION:
Lonqvi~w, TX
INTERVIEWING:
recent grads, Dec. 1991 or
May, July 1992 grads
MINIMUM G. P.A.:
3.0
CITIZENSHIP:
Must have authorization to
work in the U .S. on a full-time basis

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
1
MAJORS:
BS/ChE, EE, ME
POSITION:
R&D, Proc.Engr . , Mfg .;
Proj ect Eng.; Design; Process Instrumentation
and Control Syst ems
LOCATION:
st. Paul, MN ; Austin, TX;
and manufacturing plant sites
throughout the U. S.
INTERVIEWING:
Dec . 199 1, May, July .1992
grads
MINIMUM G. P . A.:
].0
CITIZENSHIP:
U.S. or others authorized to
work in the U. S. beyond practical training

st. Louis, MO

LOCATION:
INTERVIEWING:
MINIMUM G.P.A.:
CITIZENSHIP:

recent or December 199i grads
2.5
N/ A

DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES:
INTERVIEW DATE:
September 27,

September 9 ,
1991

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:

1

Engineer I

BS/ CE, ME,

EE

Tulsa, OK; .Enid, OK;
Shawnee Mission, KS

INTERVIEWING:
MINIMUM G.P.A. :
CITIZENSHI'P:

Dec.

1991 or May 1992 grads

2.8

work Authorization required

pEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES:
INTERVIEW DATE:
. September 27,

September 9,
1991

1991

DEADLINE FOR TURNING I N RESUMES;
Sept. 12, 1991
INTERVIEW DATES:
October I, 2, 1991

MOBIL CORPORATION - BEAUMONT REFINERY
3225 Gallows Road
Fairfax, VA 22037-0001
attn:
Ms. Tammy Fullerton

Ks. Reatha Oliver

MAJORS:
POSITION:
LOCATION:

DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES :
September 9,
INTERVIEW DATE:
September 27, 1991

1991

WI LLIAHS NATURAL GAS
P . O. Box 3288
Tulsa, OK 74101

attn:

TEXAS EASTMAN
P.O. Box 7444
Longview, TX 75607
attn:
Mr. Nick Nabours

1991

BRING CURRENT TRANSCRIPT TO INTERVIEW.

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
1
MAJORS:
BS/ChE, MetE, CE, EE, ME
POSITION(s):
Process Eng.; corrosion/
Metallurgical Eng.; Project Eng. - details will
be posted at time of interview signups.
LOCATION:
.
One of Mobil's refineries
located in Beaumont, TX; Joliet, CA; Chalmette,
LA; Paulsboro I NJ
INTERVIEWING:
Dec. 19 91 or Ma y , Jul y 1992
grads
MINIMUM G.P.A. :
2.6
CITIZENSHIP:
Students must be authorized
to work in the U.S. on a full-time basis.

ARCO OIL & GAS - continued from page 1
LOCATION:
candidates interested in an initial assignment in
the Continental U. S., however, candidates interviewing on this sohedule will also be oonsidered for
placement in Alaska.
INTERVIEWING:
Dec. 1991, May 1992 grads
CITIZENSHIP:
Authorized to work in the U . S.
on a full -time basis

DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES:
September 9, 1991
INTERVIEW DATE:
September 27, 1991

DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES:
Sept. 12, 1991
INTERVIEW DATES:
October 1, 2, 3, 19 91
MCCLURE ENGINEERING INC.
P.O. Box 808
East Moline, IL 61244
attn:
Ms. Lois Method
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
1
MAJORS:
BS/CE
POSITION:
Project Engineers
LOCATION:
East Moline, Macomb, Peoria,
Ottawa, Rockford &. Waukegan - all in Illinois
INTERVIEWING:
December 1991 or May 1992 grads
MINIMUM G.P.A.:
2.5

DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES:
September 9, 1991
INTERVIEW DATE:
September 27, 1991,

STAR ENTERPRISE
P.O. Box 712
Port Arthur, TX 77641-0712
attn:
Mr . Jay Moser
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
MAJORS:

NUM8ER OF SCHEDULES:
MAJORS:
POSITION:
LOCATION:
INTERVIEWING:

1
BS/ChE
Process Engineer
, Illinois, Louisiana, Tennessee
December 19 91 or May, July
1992 grads

DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES:
September 9, 1991
INTERVIEW DATE:
September 27, 1991
~
P.O. Box 6778
Cleveland, OH 44101
attn:
Mr. Bill Bush
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
MAJORS:
POSITION:
LOCATION:
INTERVIEWING:

1
BS/Metallurgical Engineering
Qual i ty Control Management
Trainee
OH, PA, IL, IN
December 1991 or May 1992
grads

2
BS/ME, CE, ChE, EE; MS in
Environmental with as in
Engineering

;7 ~!iif9~~~~~~afi~+'e ' at'~ ~t~:~~idi~'f~~l:,~r!l~~~~:' .
LOCATION:

INTE~VI,EWING:
A... E. STALEY COMPANY
2200 E. Eldorado
Dec atur, IL 62525
attn:
Ms. Laura 'Cornille

ARCO OIL & GAS EXPLORATION & PRODUCTION
P.O. Box 2819 .
Dallas, TX 75221
attn :
Ms. Peggy Kirkpatrick

MINIMUMG.P.A.:
CITIZENSHIP:

.";.-,
Port Arthur, TX and
Convent, LA
recent grads, December 1991,
May 1992 grads
2.5
N/A

4

DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN 'RESUMES:
September 9, 1991
INTERVIEW DATE:
September 27, 1991

1
BS/ChE, ME
Commercial Sales Engineering
Nationwide
Dec . 1991, May, July 1992 grads
2.6
Students must be authorized
to work in the U.S. on a
full-time basis

DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES:
September 9,
INTERVIEW DATE:
September 27, 1991

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
2 ea day,~ Oct. I, 2, 3
MAJORS:
BS/MS ChE, ME, PE
POSITION:
Engineer
LOCATION:
Interviews on this schedule
will be conducted by personnel working in Alaska and
primarily seeking candidates interested in initial
assignment in Alaska, however candidates
interviewing on this schedule will also ))e considered for placement in the Continental U.s.
INTERVIEWING :,
Dec. 1991, May 1992 grads
CITIZENSHIP:
Authorized to work in the U.S.
on a full-time basis
DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES :
Sept. 12, 1991
INTERVIEW DATES:
October 1, 2, ], 1 991
NOTE:
STUDENTS SHOULD NOT SIGN UP FOR BOTH
ARCO OIL & GAS & ARCO AIASKA
PLEASE BRING COMPLETE ', UNOFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT
TO J\~CQ INTERVIEW.

MOBIL CORPORATION-U. S. Ml\RKETING & REFINING
3225 Gallows Road
Fairfax, VA 22037-0001
attn:
Mr. Claudio Cardenas
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
MAJORS:
POSITION:
LOCATION:
INTERVIEWING:
MINIMUM G.P.A.:
CITIZENSHIP:

~

1991

MINIMUM G. P.A.,
2.7
CITIZENSHIP:
All new employees must verify
that they are authorized to work in the u.s.

~

3700 6th St. S . W.
Cedar Rapids, IA 52406
attn:
Ms . Kathy Ness

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
2
MAJORS:
BS/EngMgt, ME, EE
POSITION:
Manufacturing, Mechanical or
Electrical Engineer - details will be posted.
LOCATION :
Cedar Rapids, IA
INTERVIEWING:
DEC. 1991 grads
'Prefer not to interview nonCITIZENSHIP:
citizens with Student Visas
pEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES;
INTERV.IEW DATE:
October 1, 1991

Sept. 12, 1991

DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES;
September 9, 1991
INTERVIEW DATE:
September 27, 1991

!lON-PRESCREE.NED INTBRVIEWS

GRAIN PROCESSING
P .O. Box 349
Muscatine, IA 52761
attn:
Hr. Jerry Fla,kne
NUMBER OF SCHEDUES :
MAJORS:
POSITION:
LOCATION:
INTERVIEWING:
MINIMUM G.P.A.:
CITIZENSHIP:

2
BS/ChE, ME
Division Engineer
Muscatine, IA
December 1991, May 1992 grads
2.5
N/A

INTERVIEW SIGNUP DATE; Friday, September 13, 1991
INTERVIEW DATE:
September 27, 1991

CENTRAL INTELLiGENCE AGENCY
Rt. 5, P.O. Box 2838
Mexico, MO 652,6 5
attn:
Hr. Robert Bell
1
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
BS/MS EE, Camp Sci, Economics
MAJORS:
,
Engineers & Computer ScienPOSITION:
(Detailed job descriptions will be availtists.
able at time of interview signups.)
Washington, P.C. /No rthern VA
LOCATION:
December 1991, May 1992 grads
INTERVIEWING' :
3.0
MINIMUM G.P.A.:
U.S. Citizenship required
CITIZENSHIP:

DEAQLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES;
september 9, 1991
INTERVIEW DATE:
September 27, 1991

ARMCO RESEARCH & TECHNOLOGY
703 curtis street
Middletown, OH 4504]
attn:
Mr. David Britton
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
1
BS/MS MetEng
MAJORS :
POSITION:
Research Engineer:
Conduct steel process and product research in
corporate research center
'
Middletown, OH
LOCATION:
INTERVIEWING:
Dec. 1991 or May,
' July 1992 grads
CITIZENSHIP:
U.S. or Permanent Resident
Visa required

INTERVIEW SIGNVP PATE;
Friday, September 13, 1991
INTERVIEW DATE:
September 27, 1991

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
MAJORS:
POSITION:

LOCATION:
CITIZENSHIP:

1 ea day, Oct. 1, 2
BS/MS ChE, CE,

EngMgt,

PE's or MBA ' s with undergrad
engineering degree
Associate Engineer
various
Authorized to work on a
regular, full -t ime basis in
the U.S.

DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES:
Sept. 12 , 1991
INTERVIEW DATES:
October I, 2, 1991
UNION ELECTRIC
P.O. Box 149
st . Louis , MO 63 1 66
attn: Mr. Robert Moeller
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
MAJORS:
POSITION :
LOCATION:

INTERVIEWING:
MIMIMUM G . P.A.:
CITIZENSHIP:

2
BS/ MS EE, ME
Engineer
st. Louis & Mid-Missouri
December 1991 grads
2.5
Must be l egally eligib l e
for employment in the U.S

DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES ;
INTERVIEW DATE: October 1, 1991

MARTIN MARIETTA ENERGY SYSTEMS
78A Mitchell Road
Oak Ridge , TN 37831
a ttn : Ms. Griselda Williams

UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD
1416 Dodge St.
Oma ha, NE 68179
attn : Mr . Roger Dillion

CONOCO SUPPLY , Tp.NSPORTATION-ENGINEERING
600 N. Dairy Ashford
Room MA 1105
Houston, TX 77079
attn:
Ms . Gail Ambres

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
MAJORS:
POSITION:
LOCATION:
INTERVIEWING:

1
BS/CE,

EE, ME, EngMgt

Management Tra inee
Omaha, NE
December 1991, May, July 1992
grads

DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES;
September 9, 1991
INTERVIEW DATE:
September 27, 199 1

POSITION:
LOCATION:
INTERVIEWING:
CITIZENSHIP:'

2
BS/MS ME, EE, EngMgt, Envir.E,
Chemistry, NE, CerE
Various engineering &
scientific positions available
Oak Ridge, TN; Padacuh, KY;
Portsmouth, OH
recent grads, Dec. 91, May,
July 1992 grads
U.S. Citizenship required for
security clearance
2.75 or higher

BHP MINERAlS
550 California st.
San Francisco, CA 94 1 04
attn:
Ms. Elizabet h Dulay

MINIMUM G. P.A.:

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
MAJORS:
BS/Mining Engineering
POSITION:
Entry level engineering
position responsible fo r the completion of
various special engi n ee ring projects.
Responsible for planning, organizing, and controlling
each proj ect ass igned .
New Mexico
LOCATION:
INTERVIEWING:
Dec. 1991 or May 1 992 grads

BRING COLLEGE TRANSCRIPT , HARTIN MARIETTA APPLICATION TO INTERVIEW.
(Applications viII be available
at time of interview signups.)

DEADLINE FOR TURN ING IN RESUMES:
September 9, 1991
INTERVIEW DATE:
September 27, 1991

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
MAJORS:

y

Sept. 12, 1991

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
MAJORS:

STANLEY CONSULTANTS INC.
Stanley Building
Muscatine, IA 52761
attn:
Mr. Tom Walgren
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
MAJORS:
POSITION:
LOCATION:
INTERVIEWING :

1
BS/ME, EE, ChE; MS/CE

(E nv i ronmental)
Entry level ChE, EE, Environ.
and ME
Muscatine, Iowa
December 1991 grads

DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES: September 9, 1991
INTERVIEW DATE:
~pnTpmh~T?7
1001

DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES:
INTERVIEW DATE : October 1, 1991

sept. 12 , 1991

EXXON INC .
P .O. Box 2180
Houston, TX 77252-2180
attn: Ms. Shirley Bates
2 ea day
BS/ MS ChE, ME, PE, Ge01Eng,
MiningE
POSITION:
Engineering assignments in
production, marketing, refining, chemical operations, manufacturing, systems and research and
development
LOCATION:
Nationwide
INTERVIEWING:
Dec. 1991, May, July 1992
grads
CITIZENSHIP:
U.S. Citizens or aliens who
have the right to permanently work in the U. S.
MINIMUM G . P.A.:
PREFER liB" OR ABOVE
DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES: Sept. 12, 1991
INTERVIEW DATES: October 2, 3, 1991
STUDENTS SHOULD BRING COMPLETED EXXON APPLICATION

AND COPY OF TRANSCRIPT TO INTERVIEW.
(Exxon application will be available at time of
interview signups.)
,

UNIVERSITY OF HISSOURI-ROLLA
CAREER PLACEIlEII'1'

ANDERSEN CONSULTING
1010 Market Street
St. Louis, HO 63101
attn: Ks. Ruth Brock

301 Norwood Hall
DETAIL LIST '1 - Fall 1991
Week of September 16-20, 1991
WEE~LY

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:

5

MAJORS :

BS/MS Comp sci, 'EE, ME,
EngMgt, Mathematics
Staff Consultants
Dec. 1991, May 1992 grads

POSITION:
INTERVIEWING:
MINIMUM G.P .A .:

2.B

CITIZENSHIP :

U. S. Citizen

PEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES i
INTERVIEW DATE: October 3, 1991

, -

Sept. 12 , 1991

i-ChE; i-MetE (BS/MS)

POSITION (CbB) I
Cbemical/prooess Engineers
at Alcoa work primarily in the ref ining and smel ting operations. Hore complete det ails will be
posted at time of interview signups.
LOCATION:
Any of 10 ref:Lning/smelting
operations (nationwide)
POSITION (MetE) I
Metallurgical Engineers begin
at a fabricataing plant involved in either process
control of ingot casting, rolling, forging, or
extruding operations
LOCATION:
Any of nine fabricating
operations (nationwide)
INTERVIEWING:
MINIMUM G.P . A .:
CITIZENSHIP:

Dec. 1991 or May 1992 grads
U.S. Citizen or Permanent
Resident Visa

DEAPLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUM'ESINTERVIEW DATE: October 3, 19 9 1

Sept. 12, 1991

1'1' 18 UQUESTED THAT STUDENTS BRING A COPY OJ' THEIR
'l'RAJrfSCRIPT, OI'J'ICIAL, OR UN077ICIAL, TO TBJ!IR

I)l'TBRVJ:n.

PRESCREENED INTERVIEWS
HALLMARK

ALCOA-WARRICK
P . O. Box 3567
Davenport, IA
52808
attn: Ms. Judy Shook
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:

Tbe Career Placement and cooperative Training staff
wish to welcome you to our facilities, located 'o n tbe
3rd floor, Norwood Hal~.
REGISTRATION: All materials are available in the
reception area, Room 304 Norwood Ball. Registration
must b. completed prior to submitting resumes tor
pr8screening and also prior to signinq for interviews.

INC,

P.O. Box 419580
Kansas City, MO 64141-6580
attn:
Ms. Cathy Wagner

SIGNOPS AND RESUME PRESCREENINGJ
301 Norwood Ball
SIGNOP HOURS: 7;45 to 11 : 15 a.m.
1:00 to 4:15 p.m.

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
1
MAJORS :
BS ONLY in General Business
Management, Liberal Arts & EngMgt.
POSITION :
Section Manager or Production
Engineer
LOCATION:
Kansas City, MO; various KS
INTERVIEWING:
Dec. 1991 or May 1992 grads

PRESCREENED INTERVIEWS

MINIMUM G.P.A. :
CITIZENSHIP :

For prescreening companies, qualified students desiring consideration must submit their resumes in Room
301 Norwood Hall prior to the deadline outlined in
the weekly detail list in The Miner . Resumes will be
mailed to participating companies three weeks prior
to their interview date, and they will select the
students they wish to interview.
Selectee's names
will be posted on the Bulletin Boards in the signup
area and in the appropriate departments .
Posting of
names will be done approximately two weeks before the
interview date with a f?ur-day deadline for signing.
NON-PRESCREENEP INTERVIEWS
Signups for those companies not participating in
prescreening will be held approximately two weeks
prior to the interview date.
Look for these dates
in the Weekly Detail Lists and The Hiner.
Signups
will be put out ' for one day (or until schedule
fills).
Signups will be on a first-come, firstserved basis; no priorities. Morning signups will
be for morning interviews; afternoon signups for
afternoon interviews .
Back-up lists will be available for those students unable to obtain an interview.
NOTICBI One schedule - approximately 12 interview
openings:
6 in the a.lI.; 6 in the p.m., depending
upon starting' ending times per each individual
company I s request .

2.B

U.S. Citizens a nd aliens
lawfully authorized to work in the U. S.

DEADLINE fOR TURNING IN RE SUMES- Sept. 12, 1991
INTERVIEW DATE:
September 30, 1991 '

ARCO OIL & GAS COMPAN'i
P.O. Box 2819
Dallas, TX 75221
attn:
Ms . Peggy Kirkpatrick
NUMBER OF SCHEDULS:
1 ea day, Oct. 1, 2, 3, 1991
MAJORS:
BS/MS ChE, ME, PE
POSITION:
Engineer
Twelve-month Engineering Development Program for
regular full-time employment leading to an assignment in one or more of a variety of engineering
positions involved in developing and producing
crude oil and natu;-al gas.
.
Interviews on this schedUle
LOCATION:
will be conducted by personnel currently working
in the Continental U.S. and primarily seeking
ARCO OIL , GAS - continued on page 2

CURA
INC.
6031 S. Loop East
Houston, TX 77033
attn:
Ms. Judy Talkington

COMPLETED lOOT APPLI CATION AND STUDENT TRANSCRIPT
HUST BE PRESENTED AT TIME OF INTERVIEW.
lDOT
APPLICAT I ON WILL BE AVAILABLE AT TIME OF INTERVIEW
SIGNUPS.

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
MAJORS:

Wir .E,

lay,
~d for

191

?LICA_

llible

~ng,

in

BS/MS En vironme nt al
Engineering & Geo log y
POSITION(S):
Geologists I & II
Engine er I & II :
BS/MS ChE, ME, CE, or
Environmenta l Engineering, or other recognized
engineering degree
(Details will be posted with
interv iew s ignups. )
LOCATION:
Dallas, TX; Houston, TX;
Midland, TX
INTERVIEWING:
recent grads, Dec. 19 9 1 grads

EXXON INC.
P .O. Box 2180
Houston, TX 77252-2180
attn :
Ms. Shirley Bates
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
MAJORS:

2
BS/MS ChE, ME, PE, GeolEng,
MiningEng
POSIT I ON:
Production, marketing, refining, chemical operations, manufacturing s ystems and
research and development
LOCATION:
Na ti onwide
INTERVIEWING:
Dec. 1 991 , May, July 1 992
grads
MIN IMUM G . P.A.:
Prefer G. P.A. of "B"
CIT I ZENSH IP:
(refer to prescreened signups)

DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES:
Sept. 12 , 1991
INTERVIEW DATES :
October 3, 4, 199 1 (Oct. 4 call-back intervi ews)
WOLF CREEK NUCLEAR OPERATING CORP.
P.O. Box 411
Burlington, KS
66839
attn:
Mr. Dav id O. Reynolds

INTERVIEW SIGNUP DATE :
Septembe r 1 8 , 1 991
INTERVIEW DATES:
October 2, 3, 19 91

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
1
MAJORS:
BS/MS CE, NE, EE, ME
POSITION:
Engineer I (entry-level)
LOCATION:
Burlington, KS: Wichita, KS
INTERVIEWING:
July 1991 or -Dec. 1991 grads
MINIMUM G.P.A.:
2.5
CITIZENSHIP :
Authorized for permanent
employment in the U.S. for other than practical
training status .
DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES:
INTERVIEW DATE:
october 4, 1991

STUDENTS SHOULD BRING COMPLETED E XXON APPLICATION
AND TRANSCRIPTS TO I NTERVIEW.

---- - - - ----- - - -- -- - -- -- - - - --- - - - -- --- -- -- - ------ - -The following companies wi ll be interviewiQg
during the week of Sept . 30 - 0ct. 4, 19 91.
Information is not available a t this time:

Sept. 12, 1991

FORD MOTOR COMPANY CANCELLATIONS:

\d

vho
,5.

NORTH STAR STEEL
P.O. Box 9300
Minneapolis, MN 55440
attn:
Mr . Dave Knupp
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
MAJORS:

191

.1
BS/MS ChE , EE, MetE., ME,
Materials & Ceramic Eng.,
also EE, ME tech degree (4

POSITION:
LoCATION:

Mana gement Trainee
st. Paul, MN; Wilton,

IA;

It

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
1
MAJORS:
BS/MS Computer Science or Hath
POSITION:
Scientific Applications
Analyst/System Programmer (details will be posted
with interview signups)
LOCATION:
_ Ponca City, OK: Houston, T X
INTERVIEWING :
Dec . 1991, Hay 1992 grads
MINIMUM G . P.A . :
2.75
CITIZENSHI P:
Authorized to work in the U.S.
on a full - time basis

North Star steel - continued
Milton , PA; Monroe, HI; Beaumont, TX;
Ca l vert City, KY; Youngstown, OH; Toledo, OH ;
Houston, TX
Dec. 1991, May 1992 grads
,INTERVIEWING:
U.S. Citizen or Aliens with
CITIZENSHIP:
legal right to work in the
U.S .
DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES:
INTERVIEW DATE:
October 4, 1991

nesS
~.

luction

IS KS
rrads

IS

1991

,1991

DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES:
INTERVIEW DATE :
October 1, 1991

Sept . 12, 1991

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
MAJORS:
POSITION:

LOCATION:
I NTERVIEWING:
MINIMUM G. P.A.:
CI TI ZENSHI P:

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
1
MAJORS :
BS/MS ME, EE, CE
POSITION(S):
Project Engineering,
Mechanical Design, Mechanical Development, Instru ment Design, Electri ca l De sign or Civil De sign
INTERVIEWING:
Dec. 1991 or May 1992 grads
MIMIMUM G.P.A.:
3.0
CITIZENSHIP:
U.S . Citizen or Permanent Visa
Sept . 12,

12, 1991

2 ea day, Oct. 1 & Oct. 2
BS/MS ME, EE, CE, ChE
Mechanical, Chemical & Civil
Chemical Engineers (entry lev el)
Ponca city, OK
Dec. 9 1 ; May, July 1992 grads

Authorized to work on a
regular, full-time bas is in the U . S .

Sept. 1 2,
DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES:
INTERVIEW DATES:
October I, 2, 1991

1991

19 9 1

NON -PRESCREENED INTERVIEWS

ILLINOIS DEPT. OF TRANSPORTATION
2300 Dirksen Parkway
Sp ringfield , IL 62764
attn:
Ms. Sue Seppi

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES :
1
BS/CE
MAJORS:
Civil Engineer Trainees
POSITION:
III inois-statewide
LOCATION:
December 1991 grads
INTERVIEW ING :
U.S. Citizens and AppliCITIZENSHIP;
cants must be aut hori zed to work permanently
in th e U . S.
INTERVIEW SIGNUP DATE:
Septembe r 1 8 , 19 9 1
INTERVIEW DATE:
October 3, 1991

Sept.

CONOCO RESEARCH & ENGINEERING/REFINING N. AMERICA
600 N. Dairy Ashford
Room MA 1105
Houston, TX 7 7079
attn :
Ms. Gail Ambres

ETHYL CORPORATION
451 Florida Blvd :
Baton Rouge, LA 70801
attn:
Mr. Gary Hinz

DEADLINE FOR TURN I NG IN RESUMES:
INTERVIEW DATE:
October 4 , 19 91

October 4

CONoca INFORMATION SYSTEMS
600 N. Dairy Ashford
Room MA 1105
Houston, TX 77079
attn:
Ms . Gail Ambres

yr. )

rIOH

Interview date:

Burlington Northern : Sept. 18
Halliburton:
October ._ 1 0

COMPANY RECRUITING INFORMATION MEETINGS

SEPTEMBER, 1991
9/5
9/9

MARATHON OIL COMPANY
PLACEMENT SEMINAR

MARK TWAIN ROOM, UCE
ME AUDITORIUM RM 104

7: 00 PM
6: 00 PM

9/19
9/24

CONOCO , INC .
UNOCAL

CENTEN NIAL HALL WEST, UCE
COMMONS AREA, MCNUTT HALL

6: 30 PM
6: 30 PM

9/26

INDUSTRY DAY

MULT I - PURPOSE BLDG

9: 30 AM
3: 30 PM

9/26
9/26

A . E. STALEY
BHP KINEMLS

_MISSOURI ROOM, UCE
MERAMEC ROOM, UCE

7: 00 PM
6 :0 0 PM

9/30

CONOCO, INC . ,

MCNUTT HALL , RM 204,
AND 210

20 6

6: 30 PM

9/30

ARCO, INC.

THIRD FLOOR NORWOOD HALL

7:30 PM

Summer Employment
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI-ROLLA
Office of Career Placement
301 Norwood Hall

CHEVRON USA INCORPORATED

11111 South Wilcrest
Houston, TX

attn:
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

Fall s . . . . t.r 1991 - List '1
Weeks of sept. 16-20, 1991
. Sept. 23-27, 1991

Registration forms for summer employment are located in
304 Norwood Hall.
Information relating to summer
employment is also available in Room 304 Norwood Hall.

student. interviewing' for sUIIIJZler 8lD.ploym.ent need to
malt. multiple copi •• of their resume. You viII use
tbese copies to turn in for eacb company vi tb wbicb
you want to prescreen. You will also neeeS to turn
in a copy eacb time you sign up for a non-prescreeneeS
interviev.
(Please refer to section on PrescreeneeS
Interviews , Non-PresoreeneeS Interviews in Plaoement
Information sbe.t . )
PRESCREENED INTERVIEWS

UNOCAL CORPORATION
P.O. Box 7600
Los Angeles,., CA 90051
attn:
Mr. Bob Endecavageh
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
MAJORS:
Engineering with one
POSITION:
LOCATION:
MIMIMUM G.P.A.:
CITIZENSHIP:

1/2 day schedule
Juniors/Seniors in Petroluem
summer left before graduation.
Engineer Assistant Positions
Domestic U. S. - West Coast,
Gul f and Mid-Continent
2.8 or higher
Authorization to work in the U. S.
required

DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES;
September 9, 1991
INTERVIEW DATE :
September 25, 1991

77236

Mr. Clyde Trickey

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:

1/2 day schedule

MAJORS:
Petroleum Engineering
Roustabout - Entry-level engineering work,
depending upon school year/experience

W'If2II

LOCATION:

Nationwide

CITIZENSHIP:

Must be U. S. Citizen and
Permanent Visa Holders

U.S. KI

~

8Urll~

PEARLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES'
September 9, 1991
INTERVIEW DATE:
September 25, 1991

saturn
~

PROCESS ENGINEERING INTERN
POSITION WITH PROTEIN TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL
Checkerboard Square
St. Louis, Missouri 63164
attn:
Ms. Deana Juergens
Protein Technologies, International has requested
resumes from students who have completed at least
one year of college, working towards a degree.
The position will be available from January through
Summer 1992.
Essential skills include the following:
Programming, computer/pc, strong math background,
statistics/ previous work.
.
Please submit resume to Jane Allen, Room 301
Norwood Hall, prior to September 9, 1991.
Your
resume will be mailed to the company; the company
will contact you if they are interested in arranging an interview.

-----------------------------------------------------WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORPORATION
Westinghouse Building, Gateway Center
pittsburgh, PA 15222
attn:
Mr. ErIe Johnson, Manager University Programs

TeXas (
westif'l;

illIt!ll

westinc;

illlll!I
Allied

sums'

Morther

illWl£

Black •
BUrns'
Factory
rrito 1
stoctila

~

SUrns ,
Chevron
Inqerso
Unocal

Juniors, Seniors pursuing their degrees in EE, ME,
EngMgt, NE, ChE, EvironEng, may submit their resumes
to Jane, 301 Norwood Hall no later than September 9, 1991.

llilllIl

Industr

9:30 a,

CONOCO EXPlPRATION PROPUCTION ENGINEERING
600 N. Dairy Ashford
Room MA 11 05
Houston, TX 77079
attn:
Hs. Gail Am.bres
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
Sophomore, Junior, & Senior
MAJORS:
( .... ith one summer remaining) in PE, ME
POSITION:
Summer Student Engineer
Continental U . S.
LOCATION:

INTERVIEW SIGNtlP DATE'
September 18, 1991
INTERVIEW DATE:
October 2, 1991
EXXON INC.
P.O. Box 2180
Houston, TX 77252-2180
attn:
Ms. Shirley Bates

Exxon will review resumes for summer employment.
Considering, ChE, PE, ME, GeolEng , MiningEng Juniors or above.
Positions ex i st in production,
refining I or marketing .
Detai ls will be posted
with interview signups.
The company recruiter
will contact you for a possible interview.
lPCATIONS:
Cali fornia , Louisiana, Texas
CITIZENSHIP:
Must be U. S . Citizens or
aliens who have the right to permanently work
in the U . S .
MIMIMUM G.P.A.:
Prefer "B" average
IF YOU ARE CONTACTED FOR AN INTERVIEW, PLEASE
BRI NG COMPLETED EXXON APPLICATION & TRANSCRIPT
TO THE INTERVIEW.
Sept . .1 2, 1991
DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES;
I NTERVIEW DATES:
October 2, 3, 199 1

~

PRESCREENED INTERVIEWS

ARCO OIL & GAS COMPANY
P.O. BoX 2819
Dallas, TX 7522 1
attn:
Ms. Peggy Kirkpatrick
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
MAJORS:
POSITION:
LOCATION:
to information Re :
Detail List # 3
INTERVIEWING:

3 ea day, Oct.1-3
ChE, ME, PE
Summer Engineer
Arco Oil & Gas Co. or
Arco Alaska Arco, Permanent Employment

Fall 1992 or Spring/ Summer
1994 grad"s
Must be authorized to work
CITIZENSHIP :
in the U.S. on a fu ll-t ime basis
DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES:
Sept.
INTERVIEW DATES:
October 1-3, 199 1

1 2,

-

Texas E
Union Pi

William
will iall

1991

PLEASE BRING COPY OF UNOFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT TO
THE INTERVIEW.

--------------

Anco R
BHP Min
Central
Grain P
Lever B
LTV ste
Kobil React
Staley
Stanley
State f'
Texaco,

--------------------------------

MINNESOTA MINING & MFG. CO.
3M Ce nt er , Building 224 -I W-0 2
St. Paul, MN 55 1 44 -1000
att n:
Ms. Barbara Kronholm
3M DOES NOT INTERVIEW FOR SUMMER , BUT WILL ACCEPT
RESUMES FROM JUNIORS WHO HAVE COMPLET ED THEIR
JUNIOR LEVEL WITH A B AVERAGE IN CHEMISTRY,
PHYSICS, Ch E, ME, EE, MetE or CerE.
Other opportunities also ex ist.
Please turn you r resume in
to Ja n e , 301 Norwood Hall, by Sept. 12, 199 1 .
The
compa ny will contact you if th ey are i nt eres ted .

~

Arco
Conoeo
Martin I
lM

Union E:

UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI-ROLLA
CAREER PLACEMENT & COOPERATIVE TRAINING

301 Norwood Hall
TBNTATIVE PLACBMBIIT SCBI!DOLB
PALL 1991 SBMBSTBR

OCTOBER 4

Area

Cura Co.
Ethyl Corporation
North Star Steel
Wolf Creek Nuclear Operating Corporation
OCTOBER 7

SEPTEMBER 6
PLACEMENT SEMINAR
TIME:
6:00 p.m.

LOCATION:

ME Auditorium

------------------ -~- ------------------------------

Boeing
Dow Chemica 1
Missouri state Highway
Pepsi Cola
Shell Oil Co.

southwestern Bell
Western Geophysical

OCTOBER 22

Amoco-Wh iting
Amoco-Production
Amoco-ChemicaLs
Amoco-Infonnation Services
Amoco-R&D
Amoco-Geophysics
Dow Corning
General Electric
OCTOBER 23
Amoco -Wh i ting
Amoco-Production
Amoco-Chemicals
Amoco-Information Servic'es
Dow Corning
General Electric

SEPTEMBER 16-17

U.S. Marines - located on the hockey puck, UMR
SEPTEMBER 18

Burlington Northern

saturn Corporation

OCTOBER

Alcoa - Davenport
Arkansas Bes t
Chevron
Contech

International Paper
SEPTEMBER 19

Texas Utilities
Westinghouse

Marathon Oil (Pipeline)
Missouri State Highway
Oklahoma Gas & Electric
Shell Oil

SEPTEMBER 20

Westinghouse
SEPTEMBER 23

Allied Signal
Buz;ns & McDonnell
Northern Illinois Gas
~LBlJL.ll
Black !It Veatch

Burns & McDonnell
Factory Mutual
Frito Lay
Stockham Valves & Fittings
SEPTEMBER 25
Burns & McDonnell
Chevron (PE schedules)
Ingersoll Rand
Unocal

SEPTEMBER 26

OCTOBER 9
Arkansas Eastman
Chevron
Marathon Oil (Pipeline)
Motorola, Inc.
Procter & Gamble ( Cape Girardeau)
OCTOBER 10
BASF

California State Dept. of Transportation
Consol
Deere & Company

SEPJ:EMBER 27

SEPTEMBER 30

Hallmark
OCTOBER 1
Arco
ConoCa
Martin Marietta Energy Systems

North Supply Co.

Procter & Gamble (Cape Girardeau)
United McGill

OCTOBER 11
STUDENT COUNCIL FREE DAY - NO CLASSES

OCTOBER

A.r co
Conoco
EXxon

AT&T

Dow Corning
Hutchinson Technologies
Illinois Powe r
OCTOBER 29

Amsted Industries
B&V Waste, Inc .
Department of Energy-Washington, D.C.
Federal Highway Administration
First Brands
Laclede Gas
Monsanto Chemical Co.
National Starch & Chemical Co.
Olin
Schlumberger Well Services
OCTOBER 30
Central Illinois Public Service
Dowell Schlumberger
First Brands
Monstanco
Schlumberger Well Services
Olin

OCTOBER 31
Dowell Schlumberger
May tag

OCTOBER 14
Cargill
Hughes Aircraft

Turner Corporation
U.S. corps of Engineers-KC
U. S. Marine Corps (Hockey Puck)
Xerox Corporation
NOVEMBER 1

OCTOBER 15
Cargill
Delhi Gas pipeline
General Motors
Missouri Division Natural Resources
Phillips Petroleum Co .
professional services
Vista Chemical

General Mills
U. s. Marine Corps (Hockey Puck)
NOYMEBER 4
Bibb & Associate
NOVEMBER 5
Marathon Oil Co.

OCTOBER 16

Commonwealth Edison
Delhi Gas Pipel ine
General Motors
Phillips Petroleum Co.
Professional services
R.W . Murray
Vista Chemical Co.
OCTOBER 17
General Motors
State Farm Insurance
Texas Instruments

3M

Union Electric

OCTOBER 25
Anheuser Busch

Ethyl R&D

Halliburton Services
John F. Kennedy Space Center (NASA)
Kimberly Clark
Koch Industr ies
Marathon oil (Pipeline)

Industry Day - Gale Bullman Multi-Purpose Building
9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.

Annco Research
BHP Minerals
Central Intelligence Agency
Grain Processing
Lever Brothers
LTV , Steel
Mobil - Beaumont Refinery
React
Staley Company
Stanley Consultants
State Farm
Texaco, Inc.
Texas Eastman
Union Pacific Railroad
Williams Natural Gas
Williams Telecommunications

OCTOBER 24
Amoco Chemical
Dow Corning

OCTOBER 18

Baxter Health Care
Dynetics
Etech Systems Corp .
Iowa Electric Light & Power
Texas Instruments

NOVEMBER 6

Law Environmental
Marathon Oil Co .
Union Carbide Chemicals & Plastics
NOVEMBER 7
Colonial Pipeline
Harris Corporation
Union Carbide Chemicals

&

Plastics

NOVEMBER 12
Brown & Root
Atlas Wireline
NOVEMBER 18-19
IBM-Information Day: Nov. 18, centennial Hall
IBM-Interviews :
Nov. 19, Centennial Hall

3M

OCTOBER 21
Amoco-Wood River
OCTOBER 3
Alcoa-Warrick
Anderson Consulting
Arco
Cura Co.
Ethyl Corporation
Exxon
Illinois Dept. of Transportation

NOVEMBER 25
U. S. Marine Corps (Hockey puck)

First choose your major.
Then choose your weapon.
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IBM DOS/Microsoft® Windows ™ Solutions 1

A0

MODEL

q<:J'\.":'"
",r::.

...
q<:J'\.":~
q<:J~",,,,'
q<:J~4-~ q<:J~\
~q<:J~''''0 q<:J~r::.~~q<:Jt~o.,.~
0 q<:J~<::{.;j~ ~"~"~"

q<:Jt",~
",,">

",,">

",,'"

" ",,">

:'>

q<:Jt.,

",r::.

",,'"

",,">

",,">

~""

",,'>

MEMORY

2.5MB

4MB

4MB

4MB

2MB

2.5MB

2MB

4MB

4MB

4MB

4MB

PROCESSOR
SPEED

10MHz

16 MHz

20MHz

25MHz

20 MHz

10MHz

10MHz

16 MHz

16MHz

20 MHz

25 MHz

FIXED DISK
DRIVE

30MB

80MB

80MB

80MB

60MB

30MB

45MB

40MB

80MB

80MB

80MB

DISPLAY

VGA
Mono

8515
Color

8515
Color

8515
Color

LCD

VGA
Color

8513
Color

8513
Color

8515
Color

8515
Color

8515
Color

PRICE-

$1,099

$2,549

$3,299

$3,599

'$1,249

$1 ,699

$1 ,999

$2,599

$3,349

$5,499

. $4,199

'A ll models include an IBM mouse and are preloaded with DOS 5.0, Microsoft
Windows 3.0, Microsoft Entertainment Pack for Windows and ToolBook" (ru ntime
version). Laptop Model3T1 includes an IBM Trackpoint instead of an IBM! nouse.

In the battle that's called "academics," you
must choose your path carefully. Luckily, IBM offers
a range of PS/2®and PSI!'" Selected Academic
Solutions* that can help you now, and down the
road as well. IBM makes it all possible with special

' These models also include Microsoft Word for Windows,# METZ" File FIX ,
Reference Software Gra mmatik," hD C MicroApps" and Formula Ed itor.
ttThese models also inClude Microsoft Excel" 3.0.

student prices and affordable loan payments~* Buy
now, and you'll get a special Bonus Pack t worth over
$1,000 in savings on air travel, phone calls, software and more: Visit your campus outlet to find out
how to make an IBM Personal System dick for you.

For More Information Contact:
David Fannin
114 Math/Comp ·Sci
=- =.::::.
=:®
341-4841
--- - ---------..._.-

' ThiS oller IS available to nonprofit higher educallon Institutions. their students. faCulty and staff, as well as to nonprofit K· ~2 institu tions, their taculty and staff. These IBM Selected Acad~mlc Solutions are available through par ticipat ing campus outlets. IBM
Authorized PC Dealers certified to remarket Selected Academic Solutions or IBM 1 BOO 222,7257 Prices quoted do not Include sales tax, handling and/or procesSing charges, Check With your campu s out let regarding these charges. Orders are sUbJect to availability.
Pnces are subJecl to change. IBM may Withdraw the of fer al any lime Without notice. " PS/2 Loan for Learning leIS you borrow$1,500-$B,OOO. 'The Bonus Pack expires December 31, 1991 . 'Mlcrosoft Word for Windows and Microsof l Excel are the Academic
Editions. IBM and PS/2 are registered trademarKS and PSI' IS a trademark of International BUSiness Machines Corporation. All other brand and product names are reQlstered trademarks or trademarks of their respective owners. © 1991 IBM Corp.
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